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FUTURE 
UCF''s award-winning student newspaper 
Vol. 16 No. 13 December 2, 1983 
INSIDE 
0 Coverage of the Geary impeachment 
and recall attempt. See pages 4 and 5. 
ONew FUTURE e:litor introduces 
herself. See Forum, page 10. 
OSaban's first season as Knight's 
coach proves to be a record breaker. 
See Sportsweek, page 29. 
Senate vote impeaches Geary 
by Roger Simmons 
and Cindi Milam 
Future news 
· The UCF student senate 
voted Nov. 17 to bring stu-
dent body President Mark 
Geary to an impeachment 
trial for possibly making 
several hundred dollars worth 
of personal phone calls. 
The senate;s action makes 
Geary the first UCF student 
body president to face an im-
peachment trial. 
The meeting began wfth 
Sen. Stuart James, chairman 
_ of the Organizatfons, Ap-
propriations and Finance 
committee, listing the com-
mittee's charges against 
Geary. James presented 
copies of Geary's phone bills 
which the committee suspects 
contain personal phone ~alls. 
He stated that calls made 
after 8 p.m. from Geary's of-
fice phone are suspected as 
beirig personal. 
Lay Adviser · A.L. 
Ferguson, who was defending 
Geary, asked to address the 
senate several times. Student 
body Vice Pre~ident. · Stan 
Halbert, who bhairs. the 
senate, ruled that SG ~tatutes 
indfoate Ferguson should not 
be allowed to speak and de-
fend Geary since the meeting 
was a hearing to see if 
evidence waITanted furthur 
investigation, and · not 
whether Geary- was guilty or 
not. 
In a dose vote, the senate 
overrode Halbert and allowed 
Ferguson to speak; 
Ferguson began by stating 
his objections to the ·hearing 
which included that Geary 
Low bid for CEBA 
brings l:JCF funds 
by Rick Brunson 
Future news · 
UCF administrators got a 
$2.4 million surprise last 
month when the bid for the 
proposed Center for Engineer-
ing and Business Administra-
tion came back beneath the 
projected cost pgure, accor-
ding to UCF Provost, Dr. 
Leslie Ellis. 
The Board of Regents met a 
week-later and, in an unusual 
move, decided to let UCF 
keep the money in order to 
fund some badly needed pro-
j ects at the university. 
Ellis said Monday that ex-
tra money usually has to go 
back to the Board of Regents 
which uses it for emergency 
repairs, renovations, minor 
projects under $100,000, legal 
claims and accessibility cor-
rections for handicapped 
students. 
''Typically the (state 
, university) system will take . 
that money back and 
reallocate it in the system to 
meet those kind of needs. It 
was a surprise to everybody 
that the bid came in so low," 
Ellis said. 
UCF President Trevor Col-
b~urn lobbied to keep the 
money and for changes in 
UCF's Three-Year Capital 
Outlay Priority List, a list in 
which the BOR sets priorities 
for the funding and building 
of projects on campus. Col-
bourn wanted the changes in 
the list made so UCF could 
apply the funds to some 
' Money, .page 6 
. Judicial Council ruling 
costs Rotter ·his seat 
by Cindi Milam 
Future news 
The Judicial Council ruled 
Nov. 17 that the South Orlan-
Campus Student Government 
Charter requires. its campus 
representatives to maintain a 
2.5 grade point average. The 
council also ruled that Sen. 
Rob Rotter, the SOC senator, 
no longer serve in the UCF 
student senate because he did 
not meet the requirements. 
South Orlando Campus stu-
dent Robert Midgett re-
quested the council to review 
the charter and determine the 
actual grade point average re-
quirement. Midgett felt that 
his rights were being violated 
by having a representative 
who did not meet the 
charter's requirements. 
Lay advisor A.L. Ferguson 
represented Midgett in the 
case. Ferguson . contended 
that when the charter was 
drawn up, the GPA require-
ment was 2.5. Evidence was 
also presented shoynng copies 
Mark Geary 
''was denied due process" in 
that he was not given suffi-
cient notification of impeach-
ment. Sen. Stuart James later 
'told the senate that SG 
The last game 
statutes did not require that 
Geary be notified. 
In his defense of Geary, 
Ferguson told · the senators 
that what Geary had done 
"was not an impeachable of-
fense.'' Ferguson went on say 
"I know for a fact that this 
(impeachment) is a witch 
hunt.'' 
Sen. John Gill agreed, 
stating "We're making a mar-
tyr out of someone for 
political rea~ons. '' 
The climax of the meeting 
was a speech by Sen. Monty 
Knox. He called for the senate 
to vote for the impeachment 
trial so Geary couid be found 
innocent or guilty and stu· 
dent government could stop 
its internal fighting and get 
back to serving students. "A 
trial is the only way to clear 
President Geary's name," 
Knox stated. · 
The senate then voted 16 to 
6, with three senators abs-
taining, to proceed with the 
impeachment of the presi-
dent. They then set Dec. 8 as 
the date for the trial. 
Following the vote, Halbert 
told · the senate that he had 
_made two personal 
phone calls on his SG phone. 
He said that he made the calls 
for family health reasons. 
In an emotional speech, he 
stated that if impeachment 
charges were filed against 
him and a majority of the 
senate voted ·for his impeach-
ment, he would resign· from 
the vice presidency. 
Pam Glmson/Future 
- Four seniors played their last football -game as Fighting Knights Nov. 26. Left to right, Jim 
Rountree, Jim Bray, Scott Ryerson and Jeff Froelich. 
Rob Rotter 
of the charter with a 2.5 re-
quirement. 
Rotter provided evidenc~ of 
Council, page 6 
Former SG preSident 
starts recall drive 
Former student body presi-
. dent George Chandler is cir-
culating a recall petition that, 
if approved, would let 
students vote whether to keep 
student body.president Mark 
Geary in office or kick him 
out. 
A recall petition needs 
signatures of 10 percent of 
the student population, which 
is 1,570 names, to get the 
question on a ballot. 
Signatures must be collected 
in 20 days of the initial date 
petjtions begin circulating. 
Petitions started circulating 
late Tuesday. 
As of Wednesday night, . 
Chandler said, four or five 
students helping him had col-
lected about 200 signatures. 
He estimated that at least 
half of about 25 students who 
volunteered to help him col-
lect signatures hadn't started 
as of Wednesday because of 
their. classes and exams. 
. Chandler cited several in-
cidents as reasons he initiated 
Recall, page 5 
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Burns ·calls for U.S . 
withdrawa·I from NATO 
by Wayne Starr . 
Future news 
Calling the 350,000 
American troops stationed in 
Western Europe "hostages," 
Orlando radio talk-show host 
Gene Burns methodically told 
a group of about 50 UCF 
political scien~e students why 
the United States should 
withdraw from the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO). 
American forces are not in 
· Europe to guard against any 
imminent threat, Burns said, 
·"they are there to guarantee 
that when and if an attack is 
launched by the Soviet Union, . 
the United .States of Amerfca 
will enter the conflict ·on the 
side of Western Europe.'' 
"It is astonishing to me 
that in the latter quarter of 
the twentieth century we con-
tinue to allow ourselves to be 
blackmailed in this fashion,'': 
he concluded. 
Burns was invited to speak 
by Lru::ry Pino, ·an Orlando at-
torney and guest interna-
tional law instructor this 
semester. 
Burns, whose talk show can 
. be heard weekdays 1-4:30 
p.m. on WKIS (AM 7 4) began 
his comments by saying that 
the current internal politic~ 
struggle going on in West 
Germany concerning the 
dep~oyment of U.S. Pershing 
,Lh:istmas "' t ld~u .... 
IUNNERS 
ll~E PlAVES 
·· ;7·. 9S / 2 for $1J.95 
'i .. 
Fest delivery, pricl1ncludes •1 .00 postage 
iiuNif~Jrs"pC\ri:s 
P.O. Box 854, Maitland. FL 3275 ~ . 
missiles can be seen as a 
message "that Eu:rope is 
ungrateful to the U.S. for its ;{ 
protecti<~n." This, he said, is a 
golden opportunity for us to 
rethink our . NATO position, 
"and get out." . 
This is possible, he said, 
because all our treaties--
NATO, SEATO (Southeast 
Asia Treaty Organization), 
etc.--contain clauses which 
allow us to review and change 
our position. we can do this 
legally, he said. 
Despite this, he said, 
''There is an apparent belief 
on the part of our policy 
makers that once we sign a 
document of any kind, the 
document is cast in stone for 
all time." 
Burns analogized the cur-
rent situation to Vietnam. He 
said that if we had given one 
year's notice in that situation 
That time of the year Tim Bartolfuture 
and gotten out "we would Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity kicked off their annnual "Rent-A-Santa" project Wedn~sday 
have spared ourselves that in- on the SC green. Proceeds"from the project go,to help fight Muscular Dystrophy. For more iµ· 
BUl'.ns, page 7 · formation contact Tom Green at 282-8350 or '275-2117. . 
i ~~LW~ .. ~euSHONP-RESCRIPllOH ·~ .-~.~ ... . · ·  ,_ .. .. ~ 
6 . . . ·~ · I Azeem Hairstybftg ~ · 
lf •r.ti. .Sctentlflc Appro•ch1o a Total 1..pok ~~ ~ fol". Men and Women .. ~lncludes Hair Analysts-! . . 9-5 ~:e~~at. . ~
I · . · Thur:s. eve. by ~ppt. only 
I . I, 
!i. 1213 '&~~::rd Rd. tAllr .1. . . i· ,· 2·1.3-13.13. 
Whisperwood _IL 
ECONOMICS LESSON 
Owning makes more sense than renting 
.$41,990 
5 °/o ~own no closing costs· 
Orlando Area Avg. Rent· $450 monthly 
Ownership WHISPERWOOD II $475 monthly · 
University Drive 
1 IC . - - · =-- - .,-' -g 
•• 
- N 1; ~-·i~ 
~ 1-----~--------~~~~--~----S. R. · 50 Colonial Drive 
2BR28ath 
Pool, Jacuzzi 
Great Appliances J '~KEN g: ~ 
.~ ~ ~!(ml<ENSllLON l'RfSCRIM ui ORElllCIN~ mi.! 
Were hard to find so call first 
677-5947 
. 7300 SWALLOW RUN, WINTER PARK 
MARTEK DEVELOPMENT CO. OF FLORIDA, INC . 
Downtown Oviedo 
lfwys. 419-& 428 
Hours mon.-Sat. 
. '7am~9pm· 
NEW S-10RE HOURS--
SUNDAY 7mt ·8:3.0pm 
us0A Food St.np · . 
Coupon, Welcome·. Qumdlty..,.,. Reserved 
.llltfH ·J: 1.9 
11tf ~ 
lllVnbs· .UISlllAINO 
"311015 
AH1lMlr 01 J.XlN 
~N91$30 
1''~" 
.L WIOO.LSIHtf · 
Sr,rvin9 the Illustrator, Designer, Fine Arti~t. Photographer, 
Draftsman, Architect, Engineer, Calligrapher, and Sign Painter 
STUDENT DISCOu~rt 
731 ORIENTA PLAZA 331 5554 
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS • · 
One block South of 436 on Maitland Ave. 
. WHY PAY . 
EXTRA TO A MIDDLEMAN? 
·GO DIRECT TO THE 
SPECIALIST WHO DOE:S THE WORK . 
· ~- 8-c~ 
1111111~1 
-RADIATOR SPECIALISTS 
NEW RADIATORS, 
. REBUILT RADIATORS~ 
HEATERs·& .WATER PUMPS 
CLEAN & REPAIR RADIATORS & 
, GAS TANKS 
10662E. Colonial Dr .. 
Orlando 
2300 N. Park Ave 
Maitland 
644-9327 275-9327 
630 Clifton st 
Pine Hills 
·291-9327 
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Geary: 1.mpeachme-nt and Recall Attempt 
Raul Perez/Future 
AYiAR OUT OF COWGE, 
. . ~ 
ANDA STRAUSS iS MAKINC 
AVIATION HISTORY IN THE· 
ARMY. 
Znd Lt Anda Srrau<swasapoliticalscirncrmaj<>r 
.11 W•kc fwcst anJ a mcmht-r nf Anny ROTC 
'Tm being assigned to a 
Chinook helicopter unit in Germany · 
·as a tc:st pilot and maintenanceofficer. 
;md I'm pwudlhat I'll be the first 
woman to have that assignment nver 
there. It's a real thrill for me. 
· "So was learning how to fly 
;i helicopter. It takes ;i Im more skill' 
than an airplane. If you think college 
is demanding, flight school is even 
rougher. Lt's not only academically 
dem;inding, it's really mentally 
demanding as well as physically. 
"In Germany. l'll have a chance 
to use sorne of the leadership and 
management techniques I learned in 
ROTC. It 's going to he a real cha!lenge · 
having comm;md resrxmsibilities. 
"I got into ROTC rea ll y JUSl 
to see what it was all about . For me. it 
all couldn't have ":orked out he teer" 
Army ROTC got Anda Straus' 
off to a good start . Maybe it can d<' 
the same for you. Jo find out. ; top by 
your Army ROTC <'ffice nn cr1mpu:: 
And bt.F?ifl vour futUTl' a; an 
officer 
ARMYROK. · 
BEALL YOU CAM BE. 
Contact Major George Alexander 
or Captain Howard Swanson 
UniversitY of Central Florida 
Army-ROTC 275-2430 
Q .& A: 
SG President Mark Geary reacts 
to irTipeachment and recall attempt 
by Roger Simmons 
Managing editor 
The Future interviewed stu-· 
dent body President Mark 
Geary Wednesday on the im-
peachment charges he faces. 
The questions, all . directed 
toward Geary, were submit-
ted in advance. The president 
answered some of the ques-
tiQns and appointed Lay Ad-
viser A.L. _Fergus·on to 
ans~r others for him. 
Future: The impeachment 
charges filed against you 
allege you made several hun-
dred dollars in persoruu phone 
calls. Is this true? 
Ferguson: The president 
has used the university sun-
com (long distance phone ser-
vice) for varied purposes and 
any t ·hi n ·g 
that could have been 
classified as personal use has 
been paid for. 
Future: A.L. Ferguson, 
speaking for you, _(Futw:e, 
Nov. 18) stated that you had 
. } ~ .. 
used the university's long 
distance phone service in the 
past for personal use, but said 
you paid for those calls. If 
this is true, when did you 
make those ·calls and how 
much was the bill? 
Ferguson: '(same answer as 
above) The president has used 
the university· suncom for 
varied purposes and anything 
that could have been 
classified as p~rsonal use- has 
been paid for. . 
Future: Prior to the im-
peachment charges being fil-
ed, were you told by a univer-
sity administrator that you 
could use the suncom for per-
sonal calls as long as you paid 
for them? 
Ferguson: Mark has 
discussed with (SG Accoun-
tant) Ash Myers on at least 
one occasion about paying for 
personal calls. 
Future: Several members of 
the senate came to you and 
asked you to resign b,efore im-
peachment charges were filed. 
Why did you reject their ad-
. ? . vise. _ 
Ferguson: The advise was 
foolish and politically 
motivated. Mark has been, 
and Will continue to be a good 
r.epresentative of the students 
of the University of Central 
Florida. There was no need to 
resign. · _ . ~ - -
Fl,lture: How much money 
have you paid the SG accoun-
tant for personal phone calls? 
Ferguson: All calls which 
were classified as personal 
have been paid for by tl>:e 
president. 
Future: Do you think you 
will emerge from the imn-
peachment trial victorious? 
Geary: I feel that in a trial 
of this sort, no one will 
emerge victorious. 
. Q & A, page 5 . · 
COURSE Class Starts 
GMAT 
ILS· 
GRE 
LSAT 
2238 Winter Woods Blvd. 
Winter Park, Florida 32792 
San Jose Exec. Center · 
We resef'le the right to cancel any class for 
which there Is lnsufllcJent enroHment 
Coll for'delalls 
· Days, Evening, or Weekends 
Dec.12 
Dec.12 · 
Jon.10 
Jan.14 
. •introduction to Law School 
678-8400 
SPECIALS 
Why bother with Coupons? 
JUST COME -'IN AND JOIN THE 
PIZZA FEAST 
ALL YOU ·CAN EAT! 
$2.99 PIZZA 
All vou can eatl 
1 Item $2.99 
2 lteni $3.29 
P'IZZA AND 
LARGE DRINK $2.25 
3 Item $3.59 TOM' s PIZZA 
iFREEPifClIEffl 442 Bumby Ave. ! WITH LARGE PIZZA I . Orlando, Florida 
I 2 items l(Across from Colonial Plaza Theaters) 
I B . C I · We deliver within 5 mile radius I nng oupon I -
I (Good til Dec 15) OPEN 7 days 
'·----------------- 10 a.m. to 10 .m. 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
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Geary: Impeachment and Recall Attempt 
Recall-----------------------------------frompagel 
a recall petition: his belief 
that Geary used his office 
telephone to make personal 
phone calls, costing about 
$400; his belief that Geary 
does not have the constitu-
tional right to veto constitu-
tional amendments passed by 
two-thirds of the senate; and 
his belief that Geary did not 
have the authority to appoint 
student Dana Menk as vice 
chairman of the committee 
that governs South Orlando 
campus. 
"Recall gives students an 
opportunity to say how they 
feel about the issues and reaf-
firm feelings about Student 
Government," Chandler said. 
Geary said of the recall 
drive, "l will always support 
the students' decision." He 
said he did ~ot think the 
recall would be successful 
when the students became 
aware of all the facts concern-
ing bis phone bill. When ask-
ed to explain, he said more 
facts would come out in the 
impeachment trial next 
Thursday. He would not 
elaborate further. 
Geary defended his practice 
of vetoing constitutional 
amendments in a letter dated 
Oct. 28 that said, "Until ruled 
otherwjse, I will continue to 
retain the power on such con-
s ti tu tional amendments, 
whether signing or vetoing. I 
strongly believe such an 
amendment deserves to . be 
treated by the· same check 
system we have devised for 
other senate measures." 
Geary defends the Menk-ap-
pointment by saying his 
presidential power gives him 
the right to fill ill any vacant 
· positions 1in Student Govern-
ment, such as the vice chair-
manship in the South Orlando 
committee. 
George Chan.dler 
Others· contend the South 
Orlando committee has the 
power to fill vacancies o:ri its 
committee by majority yote, 
as stated in SOC's charter. 
Sen. Mary MacArthur, col-
lege of engineering, said 
Q & A------------------- from page 4 
Future: There is currently a support the students above pus stated that you had 
recall drive underway to all. In do not feel the drive thfeatened or implied that 
remove you from office. What will succeed when the people you would revoke the SG 
is your reaction? Do you_ are aware of all the facts. I charter of her campus if she 
think the drive will succeed? always support the decision did not support your can-
Are you in favor of a recall as · of the students. Heel it would didate for the senate seat of 
opposed to an impeachment be very harmful if I was the South Orlando Campus. 
since it involves the student recalled. Did you make this threat? . 
several of her constituents 
have approached her in-
dicating they are in favor of 
the recall. 
Quite a few students are an-: 
noyed by this phone bill,'' 
MacArthur said. She said 
students told her they are 
upset that "Geary is getting a 
·discount rate. He's taking ad-
vantage of bis position," she 
said. 
"I would be willing to help 
my constituents by making 
the pet~tion available," 
MacArthur said. 
A~1other senator that said 
she will collect signatures for 
the recall petition is Sen. 
Susan Arline, college of 
education. " ... the number of 
students I've talked to, thirty 
to forty, say they are not 
pleased with the actions Mark 
Geary has taken, not only 
with_the phone calls, but with 
trying to ,veto constitutional 
amendments," . Arline said. 
Sen. Ann Woodh~ll, 
however, spoke out for Geary. 
"I've talked to my consti-
tuents and they say the 
senate is out to get Mark." . 
Woodhull said she felt the 
recall petition would be 
presented by ·petitioners .. in a 
negative way, and it's so easy 
to get signatures when the 
students might not know the 
issue totally." 
If the necessary signatures 
are collected within 20 days, 
it is then filed with the stu-
dent government secretary, 
who would submit the peti-
tions to the Judicial Council 
for validation of the 
·signatures. If they were valid, 
Geary would be served a copy 
of the petition. Geary would 
have five days to resign if he 
chos-e to. Otherwise the 
Judicial council chief justice 
would set a date for the recall. 
election no less than 10 school 
days or more than 20. school 
days .from the resignation 
deadline. 
-body and not'just the student Ferguson: Mark had no in- ,., 
senate? Future: At the senate tention, and has never had 
Come meet 
the hosts of 
meetmg Nov. 29, the senator any intention of revoking the 
Geary: M_Y reaction is _I will from the D~tona area · call!.- Daytona charter. 
~ . c.IJ~-~o~ I rri:t~' 11 _ v~1ss1 l ~~ ~ (6>i $1.000~~~1 . ~~ 
~,,,,,,,~,~, -~di. ll. ' 
._..-- 5¢~1wt~s¢ . n.lrenuC' 
~~ "'M'h~re Orlando u~,~•" Thursday Night 
"College Night" 
FEATURING 
• Sci: Beer 9:00-10:.00P.M. 
50·¢ !Draft $1.00 Drinks all Night · 
Premier state-of-the art video system with the 
best top 40 video music -4315 N. Orange Blossom Tr., 
• Tasteful Grooming Required 1/4 Mile South of Lee Rd. 
, No T-shirts or torn jeans) You Must Be 19-Valid State l.D. Required. 
TV 6's 
PM Magazine 
Bill Casale 
Cari" H·aught 
Friday, Dec. 9 
12 noon 
at Portable Classroom 2-110 
Presented by 
Sigma Pelto Chi/ 
The Society of 
Professional 
. Journalists 
. 
! 
1 
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TROPIX' AND YOU 
Tropix, a leading designer and marketer of sportswear, is 
looking for students to join the Tropix Teen Board . . 
Those students selected. will be actively involved in 'the 
developing and marketing of new sportswear lines; 
Applicant& must be tuned into current fashion . and be 
interested in setting new trends. This is not a sales 
position.- If you'd like to be on the Tropix Teen Board 
write and tell us why. 
TROPIX SPORTSWEAR 
TEEN· BOARD 
1600N.W. 82ndAve. 
Miami, Fl. 33126 
AMERICAN WAY .'(RAVEL is now 
your neighborhood Travel Agency. We 
are located at 2300 Winterwoods · 
Blvd.,.' Winter Park, Florida in the San 
Jose Executive Center off Rt. 436, 
betwe.en Aloma and Howell Branch 
roads . . 
Future-December 2, 1983 
Const~uction on the CEBA building is slated to begin this ~onth. 
. . 
Our services are comr..:i!tely cost free. 
We ~an provide your air, bus, train, 
motel/hotel, rental car, cruise, tour & 
group travel arrangements for you. 
There are many marvelous specials 
you sho'-ld be aware of, so just call or 
stopbyMonday-Frlday, 9.amto 5pm. 
Money-------"---------------•from page 1 
671~6560 
urgently needed projects. 
UCF officials and the board 
agreed to shift . funding for 
some projects in order to 
undertake others. 
Ellis said part of the $2.4 
million will be used to modify 
the university's 
500, 000-gallon-a-day sewage 
plant. UCF has been under 
orders to upgrade the plant 
by ·December i 984 or shut 
down. 
· Another portion' of the 
overage will go for upgrading 
the heating and cooling 
system in the Computer 
Center. _ 
The remaining $764,000 
will be spent .on paying off a 
E-Systems continues 
. the· tradition of 
the world's great problem solvers. 
Steinmetz was one of 
the few geniuses concerned 
with the practical aspects 
of electrical engineering.· 
His pragmatic· analytical 
approach led to the de-
velopr.:nent of efficient 
electrical power grids as 
we kno~ thE?m today. 
Scientists and en-
gineers at E-Systems are 
carrying on in his tradition. 
Through the combination of 
sophisticated an~lytical and 
sin:iulatlon techniques, they 
solutions to some of the 
world's toughest problems 
in electronics. 
E-Systems is recog-
nized as one of the world 's 
leading problem-solving 
companies in the design 
and production of com-
munications, data, antenna, 
intelligence and recon-
naissance systems that are 
often the first-of-a-kind in 
the world . 
For a reprint of the 
Steinmetz illustration and 
are evolving optimal syste~..-·· · 
.. . 
.. ,• 
~ .. ~, , ~.\\\~~~~~,~~:. ...... 
~ ~~~~~ 
information on career op-
portunities with E-Systems 
in Texas, Florida, Indiana, 
Utah or Virginia, write: 
Lloyd K. Lauderdale, V.P., 
Research and Engineering, 
E-Systems, Corporate 
Headquarters, P. 0. 
Box 226030, Dallas, 
Texas 75266 . 
Iii E-~:~!.~~~ 
An equal oppor1un1ty employer MIF.H V 
. I 
Charles Proteus Steinmetz 
1865~1923 
.·. , . 
i . .' .. : . 
\. . l ) I! ; , . 
court claim, making areas on 
campus more . accessible to 
handicapped students, pur· 
chasing engi.needng equip· 
ment anq building curbs and 
gutters on Gemini Boulevard . . 
Ellis said the board moved 
up funds earmarked for the 
. third year of the capital 
outlay priority list. The funds 
will go for construction of the 
business section of the CEBA 
building, which was not 
slated for several years, · and 
for library equipment. 
Council-from page 4 
the charter requirement as be-
ing 2.0, which he satisfies. At-
torney General Richard . 
.rStocking, who was chief elec-
tions commissioner at the 
time the SOC charter was 
voted on, said the require-
ment was 2.0 on the copy 
voted on by the students. 
Rotter voted for the charter 
and said, ''The copy I checked 
said 2.0." 
According , to W~ndell 
French, chief ·justice of the 
judicial council, the decision 
was based on the charter filed 
in the Student Affairs office. 
"Both sides were weak in 
evidenc~," stated French. He 
said the decisions "are . the 
. opinions of the justices 
themselves." 
Rotter said he is planning 
to appeal the council's deci-
sion. He sai~ he is presently 
waiting Oh a transcript of the 
rulings before tµing his ap-
. peal. 
14 I am not against hearing it 
again if he has got substantial 
evidence.," French said. He 
said the Judicial Council has 
. not received a written appeal 
to the case. If it is appealed, 
the Judicial Council may hear 
it again or refer to the dean of 
students, according to 
. French. 
Rotter said he plans to pre-
sent new evidence that · may 
change the decision of the 
council. He did not elaborate. 
Help our 
colle~es cope 
with fuflation. 
The money 
you~ve 
may decide 
whether I'm to be 
or not tobe. -
Burns 
credible tragedy" in which 
over 58,000 lives were lost. 
Burns said that it is not our 
duty to protect the French 
and the Germans.'' Instead, 
he said, our only rational na-
tional security position "is 
the protecti_on of the lives, 
liberty and property of the 
pe~ple of the United States 
contained within these 
borders.'' · 
To the critics who claim 
that such a position will leave 
us vulner~ble to a sea attack, 
Burns stated: "There will be 
no direct attack. We live in an 
age of intercontinental 
ballistic missiles. The next 
war will be fought 30 minutes 
in the air." 
Right now what we should 
be doing is pursuing ''such 
strategies as the High Fron-
tier which ought to give us 
the space-based capabilities 
of interrupting missiles i;n the 
stratosphere before they can 
do any damage," Burns said. 
He further believes .t~t to 
ease the minds of. paranoid 
Russians we should give them 
a duplicate system. 
Future-December 2, 1983 
year siege of Leningrad alone. it deserves." He paused for a 
We'd be· paranoid too if so second and said, "Okay, 
many of our own citizens had that's long enough--any ques-
died on our own soil, Burns tions?" 
said.- There is no indication During the question and 
that the Soviets have their answer period, Burns added 
sights set . on conquering that the $80 billion we spend 
Wes tern Europe or Latin to defend Europe only serves 
America, he said. According to further destabilize our 
to him, they are merely trying economy and "places 
to look out for their best in- ourselves in an inferior posi-
terests. "The slogan of the tion." 
Russian people is similar to Regarding the Middle East.-
that of the Israelis: Never the 42 year old former Liber-
again." tarian presidential candidate 
'~Yet we get all bent out of said that the Palestine 
shape about the possibility Liberation Organization 
that Russian missiles might (PLO) "is the worst thing that 
be in Cuba 90 miles off could have happened to the 
Florida and cannot fathom Palestinian cause. You can't 
why the Soviet Union gets all accomplish anything with 
bent out of shape that our massive slaughters of 
missiles are on .German soil civilians." Instead he recom-
across - border with one of mends the ''Burns Peace Pro-
their satellite countries. The • posal"--setting the West 
average Russian takes this to Bank up as a Palestinian . 
mean we h~ve designs on autonomy--not a state. "I 
their territory and this only would leave the Israeli 
increases their paranoia.'' military in place for five years 
If we conti;nue to look at the or better to let the new state 
world in such good versus evil evolve to the point where it 
simplistic; terms we will only posed no threat to Israel." 
succeed in guaranteeing He seemed disappointed in 
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fell your parents about the peace of mind of Direct 
Deposit. Have them ask for it where they now deposit their 
Government checks. 
DEPOSIT 
AFTER ALL THEY'VE GOT IT (OMING. 
"'" ~ A pubUc service of ltlts newspaper ond The Adverrlslng councll 
:~l)'di.\ 
• \~! Unlred srores Treasury •• .... • 
The major obstacle to sen-
sibility, Burns said, is one of 
mythology. He asserts "we 
wrongly indulge ourselves in 
all kinds of e11:1otional clap-
trap about Russian desires." 
---------------------------------------------. 
''destruction of the earth by not being able to run as tpe · 
The Russians have a right 
to be paranoid, Burns ex-
claimed. They lost more than 
20 · million people in World _ 
War II, 900,000 in the two-
continuing to build up our Libertarian candidate for 
stockpile of offensive president because of 
weapons in places where they economic obstacles. He said it 
do not belong," Burns said. would have been "great fun" 
I was also asked to speak on to run ·as the Libertarian can-
the United Nations," Burns didate because "you have the 
said, "and I want to allow best of both worlds--you get · 
plenty of time for questions, to speak y~:mr piece and 
so I will now spend as much there's no chance you'll be 
time on the United Nations as stuck winning." 
ELECTRONIC/COMPUTER ENGINEERS 
.WATTS! 
·..t JJ/ 
10000001 
YOU SPENT LONG HOURS STUDYING TO GET 
YOUR DE$REE, BUT NOW1YOU'RE PUZZLED 
AB'OUT WHERE YOU CAN $0 TO BEST 
USE THOSE SKllLS 
WARNER ROBINS AIR LOGISTIC CENTER 
offaes a civil service career as an engineer with a chance to 
work with state-of-the-art ·technology .to support the most 
advanced defense weapons systems In the world. 
Warner Robins ALC will hire approi. 80 electronic/computer 
engineers_ For more Info. call toll free 
1-800-841-9193 or 1-800-342-05 70 (In Georgia) 
or write to: DPCSC-Employment office, Robins A.F.B.,Georgla 3'1098 
ROBINS A.F.B., GEORGIA 31098 
U.S CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED - AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
Honda Wo.rld's Campus 
*SALE*·-
N~w Horidas at the 
Lowest Prices Anvwherel 
Christmas Layaway Available 
NX50 Express 
Electric Start 
was $599 
Now $299 
NU50 Expre~s 
Oil injection 
was $649 
now $349 
Over 1,0QQ _New Hondas in Stocki 
-ALL MODELS ON SALE-
C70 Passport 
Electric Start 
was $799 
now $599 
CB450SC NightHawk 
Electric Start 
was $1999 
oow$1399 
Only a·t HONDA WOR.LD 
6436 · E. Colonial Dr. {Hwy. 50) Orlando) 
· Ph. 277-6880 Closed Sun.·Mon 
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Open 24 Hours 
7 Days A Week . 
USDA CHOICE BEEF 11TENDER AGED" 
LONDON BROIL 
SHOULDER 
STEAKS 
LB.!A1-.88 
CHOICE 
·Bu·y BIG! SAYE BIG! 
·.BEEF LOINS 
USDA CHOICE BEEF SHORT LOI! 
AVERAGE WllGHT CONSISTS Of POHIRNOUSE, AND T-BONES 
CUT & W•APPID AT NO IJtHA CHA•GI 
s2 39· LB. e · 
SUBJECT TO SOME CUTTll& LOSS 
ASSORTED-3 EICH BLIDE.· CE~TER. SIRLOll 1 3 8 PORK LOIN CHOPSLB. $ - • 
USDA CHOICE BEEF "TEIDER IGED" ~HOLE . . $ 1 .. 3 . 8 BEEF BRISKET •••••• LB. . • 
FRESH PORK BOSTOI BUTT. BOIE-I~ _ _ :. - $ 1 1 8 BLADE .ROAST .~ •• .-.LB. • 
FRESH PORK BOSTO BUTI IOIE-11 ·. $ 1 3 8 
BLADE STEAK •••••• LB. ~ 
L YllES SLICED FROM . 
SLAB BACON ••••••• ~a. S 1 • 28. 
LYKES PLUMP Ill MEI T 
WIENERS, ••••••••••• -12 oz~ PK&. 98C · 
l YllES SALIM I 11R SPICED . . · 
LUNCHEON MEATta.rKe. S 1 • 58 
SEA BEST FRESH F ROZEi · 
RED SNAPPER ••••• LB. S2.38 
--
,, .. .. ; _ ~ BATH ROOM 
llrlta ·1 . TISSUE . 
pr ~' DELTA 88"'. 4 ROLL ¥ 
PET HlEICll 
· 99·c ORANGE JUICE ••••••• a• oz. 
BORDON'S WEIGHT WATCHERS · . 
TREAT BARS 6PACK•S1 • 18 
PET SMAU HD LIRIE CURD . 
COTTAGE CHEESE •••• 12 oz. 88C 
. FLORIDA PREMIUM FRESH 
MIXED 
FRYER PART·S .LB. 
USDA CHOICE LIMB SHOULDER $ 1 s· 8. 
BLADE CHOPS •••••• LB. • 
- . USDA CHOICE LIMB SHOULDER $ 1'. 68 ARM C_..OPS ••••• ~ •• u. • 
TOMATO SOUP 
10.8 OZ. CANS 
~~~~;.3/S 1 .00 
'lllCY YORK . 
PURPLE PLUMS •• 15 OZ.CH 3/S 1 
CHICKEI OF THE SEI · 101/2 OZ. CH . . 
21 1 CLAM CHOWl:ER....... $ 
llSTAIT COFFEf · 10 OZ. JAR .
3 99 MAXWELL HOUSES • 
-~~ · /' llSTlllT MIX 27 OZ. JAR 
. , ,~ ' TANG ORANGE · ••• S2.3·8 
_SAUS GE & PEPPERONI COMBINATION 
10.8 OZ. SIZE 
. 68<: 
CHllTIOl llSTHT · 12 PIC~ EllELOPES 1 3 9, HOT COCOA MIX •••• S • 
KRAFT llTURIL FRUIT 18 oz. JIB STRAWBERRY I 3 8 
PRESERVES ••••• · •••••• $ • 
MAITHI WHITE 
QUICK GRITS .ia oz. 2/S 1 .00 
~ CHEF BOYIRDEE 15 0 
._-- BEEFAR 
-= i;;iarde! 
Boote""' • 
?.t' AND ME~ 
MOTI'S 25 OZ. 
APPLESAUCE. 
MOTT'S lllURIL OR CLEAR 
APPLE JUICE 
ILL DIRK MEAT DRUMSTICKS T 
. FRIED CHICK =1 
DOM'S PRiDE FRESHLY SLICED 
ROAST BEEF •. 
ROMll BRAID 
GENOA SALA~ 
HOMESTYlE · FULL POUID 
POTATO· EGG 
FRESH lllED COCOIUT 8 llCH ,.z 
MERINGUE PIE 
FRESH MADE. BREIT Wint COff£E 
APPLE FRlnER 
THn, FRESH BIKED 
CINNAMON BU 
IUSCH 
I EER 
12 oz. 
.58 
~~!!~~!?! 
.~9 V~LUE $1.09 
15 OZ. CHS 
~ONI ·SPAGIJETTI 
EAT ·aALLS •• 79e 
E ••••••••• ~ ••• 78¢ 
PALM RIVER B-AND 
ILED HAM 
SLICED. To· ORDER 
~2.28 
-
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16 oz. 
BOTTLES 
SI 
PLUS DEPOSIT - -2 8 
PORK &: BEANS 
VAN CAMP'S WITH TOMATO SAUCE 
~\- -mrfli:.:z. 38Q 
BEENEE WEENEE 7.8 OZ ••••••••••••• 21s1 .oo 
o.-FllESll 
BROCCOLI 
BUMCH 71c 
·1r--..... ~----~ ..... ~~~----------------------: 1 THllBHS. 8 PIECES ' E~P~ROR . . LB . sac 
r1 N . S2 28 -aAPES ••••••••• ~··••••••• , ~ • • •EICH • LARGE SIZE . . . . 
> S3 . 78- ~N PEPPERS. •5·~~··•••6/88c 
1 
•••• FULL roulo · • . FLORIDA Ju1cv swen . 
2 98 TAN-l•S ••••••••••••• 10/98c AMIFULL POUIDS .. • . FRESHTENDERANDSNA'PPY ac 
-··-.................. ~!!t.5 G SALAD sac GUARANTEEDNEWCROP . . . $1 28 
• • • GIORGIA PICANI. ·~ •• ;~. ._ • 
2 LOAVES 78<= 
:H~E , ~iES ••• · •• S 1 .68 
lfftE 
iERS .6/S 1.28 
BUNS6/S1. 18 
FAIRWAY MARi<ETS '.: . 
11672 E. COLONIAL DRIVE . -$-
AT ALAFAYA TRAIL 
oi 
~ 
< 
> 
< s 
< 
COLONIAL DR. 
FAIRWAY 
U.C.F. 
THIS AD EFFECTIVE WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 30 
/ THRO UGH TUESDAY, DECEMBER 6 1 1983 
WE ACCEPT U.S.D.A. 
FOOD STAMPS 
We Reserve The. Right To 
Limit Quantities Purchased 
~.~·-'- co _UPON •• 111 :;;.';;."\ This Cou pan Good For I 
I· I~· ,,-~ 49 oz. 81111 SIZE . ' 
I I ~-- TIDE . I ?"# DETERGENT . . li~_ .... : .~ .. : : .~ - - s·1 .68 ·1 '. . ._, ....  ... 
I . ·• .· 1 
I L1m1l one coupon per family SAVE I l with $5 .00 additional purchase. 65° 
.... ,~~~;:;;·;,:;;;~~~ -
~~_C .OUPON -~ 
'' ~ Th~~i·~~~oi01u~" I 
,~......i· CLOROX . . I 
BLEACH I 59c. I 
COUPON .•• 
$11' ~OCtOF, I 
ON·THI PURCHASE OF ONE I 
WHOLI LYKU SMOKED 
SHOULDIR _ I 
PICNIC SA.~E I 
6 TO 8 LBS. si .oo 
AVG. WT. · . 
I · · gee LB. REGULAR PRICE I L1m1t o ne c. oupo11 per farrnly Ex Ires 12--6-83 -
, ~ •sat-RWAY MAR~ETll. 
COUPON •• 
This Coupon. Good For 
I LIBBY'S WHITE LIBEL. I 
GREEN BEANS I 
OR G~1~6~~L[)l~~~AS I 
... : 3 11 oz. $ 1 · ·I 
I CHS SAVE I Limit one coupon . 320 per family • Expires 12-6-83 · 
... __ FAIRWAY MARKET •• 
~­
.·~ ;· ' , • I 
* \ . 
'IVORY \) ~~. 
COUPON -~ 
This Coupon Good For 
22 oz. BOTILE . I 
IVORY · ii . 
LIQUID DE~ERGENT I 
·9ac • I . u~ / Limit one coupon · I 57• . per family . Expires 12-6-83· 
"lllFAIRWAY MARKEtirll . 
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FORUM A free exchange of ideas on the 
.issues o( the day 
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Meet the editor 
Two years ... ago, I was studying to be a computer scien-
tist and had no idea how a college newspaper functioned, 
much less what an editor in chief-did. 
Disillusioned with compu~er programming, I turned 
back to my childhood dream of being a journalist. Soon 
after changing my major to jounalism, I joined the 
Future. 
Since then, I have learned h.ow a college newspaper 
works; indeed, the Future has taught me many things 
that will help me to be a competent editor in chief. For in· 
stance, I credit the Future for teaching me to pay atten-
tion to detail. If it wasn't for watchful staffers, I ··might 
still be spelling "plagiarism" and "traveled" wrong. 
From a former ec:ijtor, I learned the tenacity in which to 
stand up for First Amendment rights. If I am ever faced 
with the ' possibility of having an administration ap· 
pointed adviser read stories before they went to press, as 
Mike Griffin was, I will defend the Future's free press 
rights with everything it takes. 
One other .thing the Future taught me, probably the 
most important: the press, even a campus newspaper, is 
powerful. With this power comes the. tremendous respon-
sibility to be accurate and fair to all sides. My resolve to 
you, the readers, is to continue to make the Future an ac-
curate, fair student newspaper. If I can achieve this, then 
I will have done my job well. 
I am fortunate to have a talented sta·ff working with 
me, parents and a boyfriend encouraging me, journalism 
professors and a board of publicatjons guiding me. 
As always, The Future welcomes criticism and .com-
ments from the readers, for it helps the staff improve the 
paper. Don't hesitate to call either the editorial office at 
275-2601 or the business office at 275-2865. 
I look forward to bringing UCF a newspaper it can be 
proud of. 
Surprise, surprise 
It's amazing that something as predictable as registra-
tion caught deans and faculty unprepared to advise 
students. Many faculty professors didn't find out about 
pre-advisement until a couple of days before it was · 
scheduled on Nov. 21. As a result of the late notice, some 
advisers did not offer pre-advisement until the week of 
registration. . 
It would be a shame if administrative disorganization 
caused soine students to skip pre-advisement for lack of 
time, ·and then make costly mistakes in scheduling. 
Deans, let's have better coordination next time around. 
Julie D. Norris· 
Acting Editor in chief 
The man who makes no mistakes does not usually 
make anything. 
E.J. Phelps 
FUTURE 
Founded in 1968 by the students of the 
University of' Central F_'lorida 
Julie D. Norris 
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rick brunson 
•Jesus offers peace to troubled world 
--........ 
This month1 U.S. Cruise 
and Pershing 2 missiles will 
be installed in Western 
Europe. It is probable that 
from Bonn to Boston, people 
will amass in the streets to 
protest the deployment ·of 
these weapons. 
As nations and govern-
ments. have armed themselves 
to the teeth for Armageddon, 
a wave of humanity, the peace 
movement, has jammed into 
cities across the world crying 
out for peace and · an end to 
this maddening nuclear build-
up. 
As those missiles are 
mounted and ~~- \ed this 
month in England, west Ger-
many and Italy, much of the 
world's attention will also be 
focused for a brief moment on 
Bethlehem on Israel's West 
Bank. 
It was there 1, 983 years ago 
that the hopes and dreams of 
the peace _movement came in-
to the world, embodied in a 
Palestinian Jew named Jesus. 
Jesus ' approach to peace on 
earth was somewhat different 
than pursuers of peace today. 
-He didn't shut tle from capital 
to capital, hobnobbing· with 
presidents a n d prime 
ministers. His peace plan con-
tained no policy, placard or 
manifesto. 
Jesus simply pointed to 
himself. 
"Peace I leave with you; my 
peace I give you. I do not give 
to you ·as the world gives," 
Jesus said to his followers. 
St. Paul wrote of him, "For 
he himself is our peace, who 
had made the two one and has 
destroyed t~e barrier, ·the 
dividing w·all of hostility." · 
In his woefully realistic 
teachings he asserted that 
peace among nations begins 
with peace in an individual 
who has ended . all conflict 
with God and his fellow man. 
Jesus offers a viable peace 
tha t cu t s across 
- socioe~o nomic and 
geopolitical boundaries. He is 
not a capitalist or Com-
munist, Democrat or 
Republican. Neither money 
nor arms h,as ever impressed 
him. 
Jesus went one step further 
in his world peace plan. He, 
claiming to be a king, said he 
would be the one to imple-
ment world . peace-not 
Reagan, Thatcher or An· 
dropov. Now this smacks of 
· arrogance to most of us. But 
any person who envisions a 
day when swords will truly be 
beaten into plowshares will 
fin4 it compelling and hopeful 
to investigate Jesus' ~laims. 
Colleague from FSU defends Geary 
' .. 
Editor: 
I am . writing to the 
student's of UCF in relati9n 
to the rising criticism which a 
·small faction of student 
senators have persistently 
cast agai~st your student 
body President, Mark Geary. 
I would like to start off by 
stating that I am not.aware of 
the individual accusations 
which have been made 
against Mark nor will I try to 
defend him on those grounds, 
because of my lack of 
knowledge of them and my 
belief that the accusatfons are 
trivial. 
I would like to emphasize 
my high respect for Mark as a 
close friend and a dedicated 
student leader. 
Mark is well-respected 
statewide for his open-
Ihindedness and his ability to 
work for his own school and 
not lose sight of the statewide 
educational goals. His input 
and work at the statewide 
level has been invaluable to 
the formulation of legislation 
that will improve our quality 
of education. 
Letter Policy 
Letters to the editor mus t bt>. 
delivered to the Future by 5 p.m . on 
the Monday before publication. Let-
ters must be typed, double spaced 
on a 60-spaced line and should not 
· be more than 250 words in length. 
All letters must be signed with the 
author's phone number to be con-
sidered for publication . Under cer-
tain circumstances, writers ' names 
will be witheld upon request. All let-
ters are subject to editing. 
s~~e letter~ may be .designated 
as gues t editorials at the editor's 
discretion. with the permission of 
the writer. All submitted material 
, becomes· the copyrighted property 
of the Fut1ire newspaper. 
member 
flJ Collegiate e ' Associated II Press 
On a more local level, I have 
talked to Mark many times 
about the issues which he .has 
worked so hard .on such as the 
funding of the orientation 
program, a full week for Spr· 
ing break, extensive work in 
the library funding problem 
and much more. 
.·My most important fact in 
relation to your student body 
president is his high integrity 
and his unquestionable hones-
ty, I believe that has been 
Mark's main problem during 
his term as student body 
president. .. While he is un-
qu es tiona bly working in 
straightforward and honest 
terms , those who are either 
plagued with jealousy or 
boredom spend their time 
manipulating and undermin· 
ing others, which in this case 
happens to be your student 
body president. Mark's other 
fault is that he is a sound and. 
secure person who is not 
always out to be on the front 
page or pat himself on the 
back for his ac.: 
complishments. Those ·who 
have this super ego usually 
look better in the short run, 
while their pverall job perfor-
mance is usually looked back 
at by the students as below 
average. 
As I stated earlier, I am not 
attuned to the specifics of the 
situation on your campus, but 
what I do know is that you 
have a diligent and hard-
working student body presi-
dent who was elected by you 
less than six months ~go. 
Since that time he has been 
badgered by a few petty 
politicos in Student Govern-
ment who spend more time 
criticizing the actfons of 
others than they do working -
for you, the students! 
I urge Mark's friends, 
residence hall students, fellow 
greeks and ·all conscientious 
students of UCF to learn the 
true facts about the situation 
on your campus, and come 
out in support of your student 
body president, who spends 
the majority of his time sup· 
porting you! 
Tom Abrams 
Student body president 
Florida State University 
FORUM CONTINUED 
Co01puter Age woes 
Editor: 
The problems encountered 
in registering for class are 
well-known, but one would 
never think that there would 
ever be difficulty in trying to 
pay tuition. 
After registering for class 
on Monday, I went to the 
cashier's office to make my 
tuition payment. It was there 
that I maqe a startling 
discovery. I was informed 
that the computer could not 
accept a cash payment, 
however, a check would be ac-
ceptable. Considering that I 
do not have a checking ac-
count, I was very irritated. 
Furthermore, I was informed 
that the UCF cashier's office 
could not accept cash until 
the begi~g of the year. 
rhis is. just another unfor-
tunate example of how the 
Computer Age is Qominating 
the affairs of this university. 
''Mirable Dictu'' 
Michael Provoncha 
. Don't ruin-Geary's life 
Editor: 
Impeachment should be 
reserved for onlv the most 
Future-December 2, 1983 
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I am somewhat dismayed 
that our. Student Government 
is embroiled in such a paralyz-
ing struggle for political 
reasons. For the third time 
this year, the senate ·has 
brought impeachment pro-
ceedings against our presi-
dent. Some may say that in 
the present case impeach-
ment is warranted. But is ·it? 
serious offenses. We would 
ruin a man's life for political 
expediency? Who will replace 
Mr. Geary? Our vice presi-
dent has already admitted to 
the same blunder. I would 
suspect that if the investiga-
tion into the source and 
receiver of all calls from the 
student government offices 
was thorough, we would have 
to look deep into our august 
body to find one to serve as 
president. 
Student blames directory . for ob.scene calls 
Before an· investigat~on has 
been completed, the senate 
took the first steps in the im-
. peachment process. The fact 
that Mr. Geary made partial, 
if not full, restitution for his 
phone calls should make .it ex-
tremely difficult to prove in-
tent to defraud. So we really 
have a case of an error in 
judgment in taking advan-
tage of a ''good thing.'' . 
I think it is time for the stu-
dent body to insist that our 
government representatives 
act like responsible college 
students and get on with the 
busilless of serving in the best 
interest of the student body. 
Dwight L. Bledsoe 
Editor: 
I would like to use this col-
umn as an opportunity to ex-
press my sincere thanks to 
the Student Government 
committee responsible fur the 
publishing of the UCF 
telephone directory. To SG: 
Thank you very much for 
· publishing . my name and 
phone . numper without sub.: 
j ecting me to the inconve-
nience of obtaining my per-
mission. Thank you, also for 
the flurry of late-night, and 
early-morning -obscene calls 
which I've received since the 
directory's publication and 
liberal distribution. 
I'm sure · there are other 
coeds on campus who would 
like to exprP,ss the same 
gratitude: Please do not 
publish my name, as I am 
sure this would provoke a 
fresh response from all the 
sickies out there who nave 
learned to di~ a telephone. 
Name withheld by ~eque~t 
Editor: 
.Apology for 'Front Pag~' 
As a faculty member at 
UCF, I want to express my 
personal apologies for the 
play "The Front Page," that 
was presented Nov. 4-12. 
The play contained ex--
cessive obscenities and racist 
slur~ which were not ap-
propriate. As an individual 
faculty member, I offer my 
·sincere appologies for those 
individuals offended by such 
a play. . . 
Dr. Terry L. Campbell 
School of Accounting 
Peer counselors make freshmen their project at Western Kentucky University · 
Peer counseling at Western With no funds to pay peer on individual students. Since 
Kentucky University reduced counselors, Murray started in the peer counselors have ac-
the dropout rate for freshmen 1980 with six psychology ma- cess to student records, they 
12 percent in three-years. But_ jors, rewarding their efforts also get special · training in 
Anne Murray, the assistant with three ·hours of academic academic ethics. 
dean of student affairs who credit. This fall, 80 Counselors meet with all 
runs the program, says it's counselors-including resi- their charges before the~nd of 
done more than that for the dent advisers who receive the drop/add period and have 
school. It's built-a strong net- three hours speech and com- at least two other meetings 
work of relationships between munications credit-have 15 with the students during the 
students of different ages and to 20 freshman clients each. semester. 
increased awareness at every All counselqrs are carefully · The counseling teaches 
level of what college is about. screened and monitored freshmen they can cope With 
The success of WKU's pro- throughout the semester. college life by guiding them 
gram stems from the en- They receive reading through such basics as 
thusiasm with which it's ad- . assignments from supervis- registration, scheduling, and 
ministered and from · an in- ing instructors and submit .the drop/add procedure. 
novative program . design. term papers as well as reports "They find out they can drop 
· Chemistry 120, and the world 
won't come to an end," says 
Murray. 
The counselors also have 
freshmen fill out a biography 
and personal inter~st sheet. 
Based on that information 
they're referred to variou~ 
campus groups with similar 
interests. That sort of affilia-
tion goes a long way in rescu-
ing the dropout rate, Murray 
says. 
Other problems show . up 
and can be dealt with quickly. 
Murray cites the example of a 
bright: yet socially backward 
student who almost left 
school the first week. ''Well, 
his counselor took him out 
and . taught him how to ap-
proach girls and make a date. 
He's still with us, and he's a 
lot happier,'' she says. 
Peer counselors become 
disillusioned with the univer-
sity when they see the walls 
freshmen run up against, 
Murray says, but by the end 
of the year they realize the 
value of policies and pro-
cedures and develop stronger 
loyalties to the school. They 
learn who they can turn to for 
help, she says, ·and how to 
make the system work. 
M~~~~~~~. ~w~~~e~~~~rt~~ -. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Imported ~o.osehead. Stands head and antlers abov~ the rest. 
BRAKE FOR MOOSEHEAD. WHEN YOU DRINK DON'T DRIVE. 
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Deadline: 
Mond~y at 5:00pm. ,Stu~ent rate: ,5() cen.ts per line e LASS_IFIED 
·tor sale 
SAILBOAT: Newport ~6' Daysaller w/traller. 
Excellent cond, many extras, (Sailbag, 2.5 
engine, anchor, oar). $1650, 831-5941, 282· 
3974. 
Nlkkor lens. 135mm f3.5 Al Excellent con-
dition $100. Coll Kevin at 282-4885 after 
Spm. 
Lg. rool'l'.l with bath & private entrance - kit-
chen and washer/dryer priv. Prefer serious 
female student. Must be neat, clean, 
responsible. $250 mo. Incl. elec & water. 
CQll Ms. First 671-8594 eves or 351-3965. 
Do you need student housing? Call Sue at 
327-3685. 
NEW APARTMENT COMPLEX AT UCF ENTRAN· 
CE AREA. 2bdrm/2bth. Spacious living rm. & 
kitchen, with all new appliances, quiet, 
Is It true you can buy Jeeps for $44 through $400 plus deposit. lmmed. occupancy. 
the U.S. Government? Get the facts today! Coll ·J65..6625. 
Call (312)742-1142 ext 689. 
1981 Suzuki GS250,gorage kept,w/Bell 
·helmet,4300rnl, $995. Coll 365-6901 after 
6pm. 
1973 VW Convertible. Yellow with new black 
top. Low mileage on engine. New radials. 
Very reliable and fun transportation. Would 
make a great Christmas glftl Will deal for 
Ghia convertible or $5000 or best offer. 
Leave message for Kathy at 831-4260. 
Frig 2.5 cuo.ft. S85 Sears Kenmore. 
273-0768. 
HP--41CV with cord reader,prlnter/plotter, 75 
.hetp·wa~ted 
Light whse. work 12-5:30 daily must be 
energetic $3.50 hour. Call Mr .. Stepenson 
83l-2120. 
NEWS EDITOR - UCF's Student newspaper, 
The FUTURE, Is now accepting applications 
for the posiHon of news editor. Applicants 
should have experience in writing, editing, 
and layout. Apply in person at the FUTURE 
editorial office In the Art Complex. 
cords, 4 modules, battery pocks. Many ex- Tel. order desk $4.00/$8.50 per hour. New 
tras, 5650. Call Jack 273-1622. Central Park office. Morn or even. will train. 
Minolta XGA; alm6st new. S.170. Must 
sacrifice. Call Luis, 277-6795 after 6 pm. 
Kenmore washer $150. Sears gasoline 
edger $20. 1980 Kawasaki motorcycle 
bes.t offer. Call 277-7697 otter 6pm. 
VW conv~rtible, AM-FM cassette, radials, 
exc. condition. Red with black lop, $6400 .. 
or best offer. Call Ann at 862-6917 ext 127 
days, or 695-2417 eves. 
. rOQmmates 
1 or 2 female roommates needed 1to share 
townhouse l mi. from UCF. 2bdrm/2Xbth, 
washer/dryer, microwave. Call 273-1962 for 
more info. 
I screen reliable roommates, coll Sue at 
327-3685. 
Female roommate wanted for 2bdrm/l bath 
Apt - private room - Sl 20/mo within 1 mile 
from UCF. Call 277-1210 evenings. 
Roommate needed South 15A. Shore 
3bdrm/1 Xbth house. Female, nonsmoker. 
857-9099 Mr. Chappell. · 
$$MONEY$$ 
Earn it with us 
Temporary positions available in: 
~DEMO/MARKETING" "STENOS" 
•TYPISTS• •WORD PROCESSORS• 
"DICTAPHONP "SECRETARIES" 
•LABOR/WAREHOUSE• •RECEPTION• 
Work 1 day a week or longer. 
Full pay every Friday. Many 
ban.uses and benefits. Excellent 
pay. Call'for ,an. appointment. 
OLSTEN TEMPORARY SERVICES 
1221 N. Mills Ave. 896-2665 
NO FEE NO CONTRACT 
$150/mo K Call 282-1449 or 646-5651 ask 1-----------------1 
for Laurie. 
fypists I need to find someone looking for a room-
mate for the spring sem. Pref. non-smoking · 
and no pets. Please call Mark 
(813)261-4779. · Professional word processing - 7 days a 
week. Fast turn around. Bev 896-3744. 
Male roommate wanted: 4 bedroom house 
5 min. from UCF,$105/mo share util. etc. Call Computer word processing, custom~zed 
Steve 275-1799. resumes, theses, term papers, reports, etc. 
Roommate needed at Oakwood Village 
Apt. $130/month plus util. Non-smoking. Call 
Tom or Kevin at 677-7424. 
2+1~3: Female roommate wanted non-
smoking A.SAP. to share 3 bdrm apt. Day-
Onnie 277-3755 night-Maria 898-0768. 
CAMBRIDGE CIRCLE-2 males need 2 more 
to shore. $150/mo. ABP. 12165 Pepperdine 
Pl. Call 275-7510 or 273-0777. Leave 
message for Fred or Jose. 
for rent 
From $1.50/pg. Call Don , 678·3173. 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES 
Term papers, theses, dissertations, research 
papers, resumes designed and typed, 
cover letters and more. IBM Equipment. 1 
DAY SERVICE available. Located 1 mile from 
UCF. Pick-up ~nd delivery to campus 
available. Correction of grammar & 
spelling. Discounts to students. Open 7 days 
a week. Call 275-1709. 
UCF Students,DaytoAa Beach area. Call 
me:JAN for all your typing needs. Former 
ENG/SPN, CRIM. JUS/SOC. Majors; many 
years exp. in legal/adm. fields. Student 
Rates', Paper/cover FREE. 253-0678 Mon-Fri 
10·5, wee~ends 767-2281 . 
Furn. lbdrm S275/mo UCF area 273-0768. TYPING on my word processor. No visible 
corrections. Fast service. $1 .25/page. Call 
Trailer 2bdrm/lbth 5 miles from UCF. $250 a Pam 671-092.4. 
month. Call 282-2695 or 568-6456. 
Brand new APTS. 2bed/2bath. Across from 
UCF. 275-3439. Available Jan. 1. 
2bdrm/2 bath duplex home. 1 mile from 
UCF. Washer/dryer, Ceiling fans, avail Jan 
1st. $400/mo. Call Jeff at 834-8787 or 
277-2078. 
NEED A REPORT rYPED? 
My f.ull-time service offers accurate. speedy 
& professional results using state-of-the-art 
word processing equipment. Term 
papers,reports,resumes,cover letters.etc. 3 
miles from UCF. Pick up & delivery 
available to campus. Call Pat at Hard 
Copy Typing and Word Processing Service 
2n-6930. 
TERM PAPERS BY TELEPHONE. Dictate your 
term papers directly into our equipment 
from your home. Your push-button phone 
will enable you to edit, fast forward, rewind, 
etc. Completed work w/in 48 hours. Call for 
info a instructions. 629-6356, Letters 
Unlimited. 
Why pay betewen $65-$ 100 
When you can have a 
professional resume 
designed and typed 
for 
$20 
Your choice of white 
or Ivory paper, black, 
brown, or blue Ink. 
Coll 
Hard Copy 
2n-<>930 
EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full-time. Term 
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. 
Correction of spelling, grammar, punc., 
and editing Included. Reasonable. Call 
Bea, 678-1386. 
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING 
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correc-
tion of spelling, grammar., punctuation. 
Term papers, Thesis, dissertations, research 
papers, resumes, cover letters and typing. 
All work prepared on Word Processors for 
error free neatness. We have IBM 
Displaywriter, IBM Mag Card, and A.B. Dick 
Magna SL Word Processors. SUPPORT YOUR 
COLLEGE - We have 10 employees for fast 
service - All are former or current UCF 
students. One Day Service Available - 671-
3007 . 
Typing.Accurate.Fast & Reasonable. Minor 
Editing, IBM Sel. II . All types of work. UCF Em-
pl.-1 mi. from UCF, Ma"rti 365-687A after 6pm. 
Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist. 16 yrs. 
carpool 
THINK CHRISTMAS!! Want to see Mom & Dad 
In N.Y. state (or on the way)? I hove 3 seats 
available in my car. Much cheaper than 
flying! Call John at 671-4803 otter 6pm. 
Do you need a ride home to Chicago for 
Chrlstmas?(or anywhere between Orlan-
do-Chicago) Leaving 12/22 evening, retur-
ning 1/02. Share gas expenses. Call 
628-0352. 
• servtces 
Professional bicycle repairs. All makes and 
models, one day seivlce, l 2Yt's. exp., 
located on campus. Call Bryan at 275-4373. 
BIKE REPAIRS - Professional ·repair on all 
makes. Few hour servtce. FREE ESTIMATES. 
University VIiias Apts. (Next to Haystack). 
Greg 275-0975. 
PROBLEM PREGNANCY? 
Counseling and guidance available to 
unmarried parents of all faiths. No fee. 
Assistance with arrangements fqr pre-natal 
care, housing and planning for child. 
Counseling for unwed fpthers. Adoption 
placement service available. Twenty years 
in Central Fl. Completely confidential. Call 
Cothollc Social Services 894-8888. 
ABORTION SERVICES -- FREE PREGNANCY 
TESTS -- Low-cost Birth Control Services. 
Privacy, confidentiality guaranteed. Guest 
speakers available. Director is· UCF grad. 
1240 Hiiicrest, 1 block south of Colonial off 
Miiis. 422-0606 or long distance call free 
1/800/432-8517. 
'ABORTION SERVICES, birth control infer-
. motion, pregnancy tests and counseling. 
VD screening, low cost, confidential· ser: 
vices. 
Central Florida Women 's 
Health Organization 
609 E. Colonial Drive .. Orlando 
898·0921 
experience at low rates. Call DAY or 1---------------'-----t 
EVENINGS, 678-4360. 
Typing term papers, resumes, theses, legal, 
statistical, letters, etc. Also editing. All work 
guaranteed. 660-13 7 3. 
Theses, term papers. Editing , fast turn 
around, pick. up and delivery on campus. 
Competitive rates. Call Dave 851-0358. 
Expert typing - Term papers,theses,repo·.-. 
ts,resumes,etc. IBM typewriter; · good rates. 
Coll Teresa at 8p9·0684. 
• • •WORD PROCESSING• •TYPING• • EDmNG" • • 
Superior quality work guaranteed. You are 
very importan-t to me. For V.l.P. attention to 
your typing neec;ts contact JUDY for VIP ~---------------1 
business services, 7 days a week, from SAM· 
10PM. Phone 273-5298. 
. RESUMES 
Designed/typed - 671-3007. 
Typing/word Processing. Thesis, Reports, 
Resumes, etc. High quality typing ot · 
reasonable rates. · Close to campus. Call 
Cindy at 660-1220 or 671-3325, Day or Eve. · 
, Professional quality typing, word 
processing, term papers, resumes, 24 hour 
turnaround. Competitive rates. Call Virginia 
at 423-5588. 
·personals . · 
MOODY BLUES FANS! "Higher & Higher", a 
quarterly newsletter for Moodies fans, is 
starting up now. We n~d your articles, 
reviews and input to make it work. Send 
SASE for info to: Higher & Higher, PO Box 829, 
Geneva, FL 32732. 
Ji{S .. ~oc ~ ·/7J1 . . 
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Co.mmunity Service Announcements 
Auto Show 
· All the premiere . models of 
every _ major car and truck, both 
foreign and domestic, will be on 
display at the Central Florida Auto 
Show, Dec. · 3· 11 at the Orange 
County Convention/Civic Center. 
Hlghllghts of the show Include an 
appearance by raclsw's Winston Cup 
winner Bobby Allison on Dec. S and . 
a 1984 Renault Encore giveaway on 
the flnal day of the Show , Dec.11. 
Allison's racer, a Buick Regal, wlll 
be on dlsplay and a go-cart replica of 
the ~r wlll be given · away -by 
_ drawing. 
Tickets are $4 for adults, $3 
dollars with Burger King discount 
coupons. There is no purchase 
necessary and tickets are avallable 
at participating . Burger King 
restaurants In the area. Show hours 
are noon _to 11p.m • . weeekends and 
Monday-Friday Sp.m. to 1 lp.m. 
The Central Florida Auto Show is 
sponsored ·by the Centr•I Florida 
Dealer Association, a non-profit 
group of Orlando area auto dealers. 
The 1984 model show is the biggest 
and most sophisticated . In Central 
Florida ever, and is patterned after 
the major me.tropolli:an shows 
throughout the country. ·· 
Seminar· 
In advertising and publlc 
relations, the best education doesn't 
always come from books. 
It comes from working in the · 
marketplace. · · Working with people 
who use bold ·ideas and come up 
with the unconventional answer. · The 
creative answer. 
On February 11, the central 
Florida Chapter of FPRA is bringing 
five creative professionals to UCF's 
campus for a one-day Intensive · 
seminar. Professionals who will 
excite your sense · of discovery, 
spark your imagination, · and help 
you explore your own creative 
potential. · 
Don't ·miss this opportunity to 
learn about the real world of public 
relations and advertising ideas. For 
more information contact Dr. Bob 
Davis, Communications Dept., UCF · 
275-2681. 
PR&. Advertising 
Creativity Seminar 
Turn 1n Calendi.r date$ tor spring semester 
by Dec. 7 in SC215. 
5 6 7 8 
Dav.e Rudolf U.N. 
Concert Human Rights 
SC Green Symposium 8:30ENAUD 
Ski Trip Balances 
. Due 
11 12 13 14 15 
Lover 
8:30 EnAud 
· Zenith has Just annou~ a 38 percent 
discount on three of their best personal . 
computer configurations. This speclal 
discount Is available to all UCF students, 
staff, and facQlty. All three configurations 
Include 128k memorj, at least one disk 
drive, both an 8 and 16-blt microprocessor, 
2 serlal ports, one parallel port, and an IEEE 
695(5700)Bus. -
Watch· this column for further 
lntonnatlon or come the student center. 
o·-Team 
·All students Interested In becoming 
members of the 1984 orientation team, 
appllcatlons are now avalllble In the Student 
Center at the Main Desk. Appllcatlon 
deadllne Is January 13. · , 
Art 
The Creative Art Gallery will present a 
"Creative Christmas· The 2nd Annual 
Christmas Handicraft and - Art Collection 
Through Dec. 30. Located at 324 Park 
avenue North. 
If you Could See 
What I Hear 
8:30ENAUD 
ACU8d Tourneys 
9 
Lady Chaterly's 
Lover 
8:30 EN AUD . 
Classes End 
16 
Commencement 
18 19 20 
PAC ~ISHES YOU Happy Holidays!! 
Vacation 
/ 
. I 
Future-December 2, 1983 . 
Leisure Classes 
It's that tiIDe 
· agajn! 
Yoga 
Yoga can ease tension through methodsofrelaxation 
andbreathcontrol. ·Learntocontrolyourmindand 
bodythrough meditation .. · 
Aerobics 
Lookforwardtoonehourofaerobicexerciseinthe 
form of dance. 
Dance-N-Thinics 
Shapeandfirmtired muscles in a newapproachto 
music. 
Classical Ballet 
Fortheballerina in you. Thisclassisdesignedforthe -
beginnerth.rough advancedstudent. 
Massage 
LAarntosooththebodymusclesthrough·basic 
massagetechniques. 
Cooking 
lfsnevertolate!Lea-rnaboutnutritionandthe 
basicfundamentalsofmeal planning and 
co king. 
UNf>e2()t>6!) 
_ Beg.·sctiba 
If you wanttogetyourfinswetand learn to dive, 
try Beginning Seu ba. 
W oJDen' s W eightLif ting 
Girls,getinshapeforthewarmweather.Work 
. with weights w.ithoutbuildingmassivemuscles. 
Jazz-N-Dance 
One hour of exercisestressing jazz movements 
andvigorousstreching. 
Fencing· . 
Competitioninagracefulway.F~ncing~sa 
sportfocusingon beginning competitive 
fencing. 
Bartending 
Be the life of the PARTY! You can. also learn 
while you play. Learn the basic skills 
necessary to tend bar. 
· YoshukaiKarate . 
lfyouareinterestedinself-defense,acoursein 
Yoshukai Karate is what you need. Thistradi 
tional kardteclass·emphasizes basic block 
&strikes, kick&punchfighting techniques. 
Friday, Dec. 9 
Sunday, Dec.11 
8:30 EN AUD 
' . 
l'f yi>\.\ C0'41t\ 
.see 
. · What:!hear 
Friday, Dec. 2 
Sunday, Dec. 4 
8:30 EN AUD . 
Men of UCF 1984 .color Calendar 
. ~ 
;:i,, . -t~ . ... '::.o..·. ·. ~ .. ' 
Phone: 1305) 898-6071 
CONWAY BICYCLE CENUR 
S.ffl · AcC»Un•te.i · Pa,..ts · St•"itt 
. Hou•1 f .11\ T 1-6 f M S11. !>-) 
Cto...C Sun. & Mon. 
C13a..O £ . Cuny l'o•d Rd. Oun H1rtlo0b 
Orlando, Fl 32806 • o..,.r 
' . $6.00 on sale in sc 215 
CARRIE 
NAl'IONS 
TAVERN 
11636 £. Hlghwoy 50 273-4297 
(fo!rwoy Shopping Center} 
Proud sponsors of the-MEN OF UCF CALENDAR. 
Knight Out 
The Inn Pub 
3910 Alafaya Trail 
A l\caslt,9-S 
.Y TUXEDO SHOPS 
10-8 :30 H-l' 
10-5 :00 Si\T. 
e QiqLANOO 
COlU~IAl f'LA7A 
ActCA~ , , ...,. , Aotw'hal 
&Jb N !» I 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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After the News· 
by Wayne Starr 
After the News staff 
Hall localizes humor in fun 
contours of each particular au-
dience. Rich Hall knows this and 
quickly worked -his way into the 
hearts of a UCF Derby Week crowd 
on Nov. 18. 
After saying hello ("This is nice. 
Nice crowd here, nice orange 
chairs-like _ being at Howard 
Johnson's"), he explained how he 
came to be at the Student Center 
Auditorium that Friday night. 
'-'I got hired by the president of 
the student body here. He called me 
two weeks ago about three in the 
morning. First I thought it (Derby 
Week) was to raise money for 
cancer, but now I realize it was so he 
could pay his phone bill.,., The crowd 
howled and Hall was home free. 
don't tell what it is. Has to be either 
Amway or hooking."), he moved to 
the sch.:>ol cafeteria ("Don.,t go 
there. Improvise in your room. 
Make a bean and Cheerio casserole. 
No plates-you eat out of a Frisbie . 
No spoon-you use a shoehorn") anq 
then off-campus, to Orlando ("You 
have every amusement park here ex-
cept Gangland. You hear 'another 
Gangland slaying today' but they 
don't tell you where it is. It should 
be next to Disney World."). 
because they look better than your 
real relatives;" Nurkles-"people 
who leave their Christmas lights up 
all year round';'' 
El-acceleration-' 'the mistaken no-
tion that the more _you press an 
elevator button the faster the 
elevator will arrive;" and a 
"wit-wit" - "the unit of heat created 
by fat people in corduroy pants." 
Singers have it easy. All they have 
to do is play virtually the same set -
every night, toss in an occasional 
"how's it going Orlando?" (if they're 
playing in Orlando) or "sure is good 
to be back in St. Louis" (if they're 
playing in St. Louis), take a few 
bows and pick up a hefty check. 
He then launched into a classy 
hour and a half of the funniest and 
cleanest material this side of · 
Richard Pryor. 
Comfortably dressed in jeans, 
sweater and New Balance running 
shoes, Hall continued to localize his 
humor. Starting with The Future ("I 
love these classified ads: 'Earn 
money in. your spare time.' They 
Currently doing HBO's Not 
Necessarily the News, the 28-year-
old former star of Fridays and the 
daytime David Letterman show 
apologized for not being able· to do 
his popular "Pitkinville" routine in 
which he recreates actual events 
that occur in that sleepy Wyoming 
town with the help of a record turn-
table and a giant plastic pig. "That 
only plays well on TV, Hall said. 
Luckily, Sniglets-"any word that 
shoud be in the dictionary but 
isn't"-don't require visual aids. 
And Hall came loaded with a bunch; 
including Laminites-"the people in 
the pietures in the photo section of 
new wallets that you leave in 
Lots of audiences like impres-
sions. The Charlotte, N.C. native 
doesn't do any, but that didn't stop 
him. He brought out a "special 
guest'' -a tape recorder equipped 
with fake eyeglasses and a 
mustache. The guest was uncan-
ny-delivering such blistering rendi-
tions of ·Johnny Mathis and· Bob 
Dylan that, if you closed your eyes 
you would s~ear were the real thing. 
Like George Carlin, a large por-
tion of Hall's comedy comes from 
· focusing on every day things that 
most people ignore. For example, 
Hall says, "There are eight million 
people in New York, so even if 
you're one-in-a-million, there's likl? 
seven more of you." . But comedians don't have it as 
-easy. To be successful, a comedian 
must be able to mold his show to the 
T ~shirt sale to 
promote Nit• .Rock 
WUCF-FM will be pro-
moting its Nite Rock pro-
gram with a T-shirt sale 
· beginlng around Dec. 5. 
Proceeds from the sale 
will go to funding for tke 
program which can be 
heard nightly from 11 p.m. 
to 2 a.m. on 89.9 FM. 
According to Gloria 
Seidule, the shirts are 
black with a white and red 
logo on the .back. "By buy- · 
ing a nice shirt for $5, 
students will indirectly 
support Niterock." she · 
said. 
For further information, 
call WUCF at 275-2133. 
Madrigal: f_east 
begins tonight 
by Vivian N. Katz 
After the News Editor 
The UCF Music Depart-
ment Choral Division will 
once again sponsor_ its 
traditional Christmas 
pageantry in ~he . form of 
five Madrigal dinners. 
Dinner will be served at 7 
p.m. on Dec. 2,3,8,9 and 10, 
with a reproduction of a 
Rennaisance processional 
beginning at 7:30 p.m. 
Tickets· are $15 per person. 
To be held in the Universi-
ty Dining Room, the 
Madrigal dinners will con-
sist of Boar 's Head, a 
· sparkling Wassail Bowl 
and Flaming Plum Pud-
ding and will feature the 
Madrigal Singers and the 
Strolling Minstrels, the 
likes of which were popular 
in the sixteenth century. 
Reservations, contact 
the UCF Music Depart-
ment at 27 5-2869. 
photo/Instructional Resources 
Madrigal players show off 
at a church concert. 
Hall, page 23 
Solo Years-brought 
fame· to Paul, John 
by Richard Truett 
After the News staff 
. In the Nov. 18 issue, Future 
examined the solo careers of 
George Harrison and Ringo 
Starr. This week we look at 
Paul McCartney and John 
Lennon, certainly the more 
successful of the former 
Beatles . . 
They, like Harrison . and 
Starr, took chances and . 
gambled on the inconsisten-
cies of the business, especially 
when they teamed with thell:. 
wives-Linda Eastman Mc-
Cartney and Yoko Ono Len-, 
non. 
McCartney has more 
recently joined forces with 
another megaforce in. the 
music business, Michael 
Jackson, rriuch to their shared . 
success. 
Lennon, whose life was cut 
·short by a madman, was col-
laborating with Ono on a 
soon-to-be released pro-
ject-Milk and Honey-a 
followup to Double Fantasy. 
In May of 1981, Harrison, 
St~:t;' and the McCartneys 
recorded a tribute to Lennon. 
"All Those Years Ago' .' 
stayed at No. 1 for two weeks . . 
Paul McCartn~y 
Either as a Heatle, a Wing, 
or a solo performer, McCart-
ney has been in the top 10 on 
both sides of the Atlantic 
every year since 1964, except 
1981. No other artist has mat-
ched this incredible feat. 
McCartney's first solo ef-
fort simply titled McCart-
ney, received a luke warm 
response in 1970. But a year 
later his next release silenced hits that still, to this day, has 
: the critics; "Uncle Albert- not slowed down. Here's a 
Admiral Halsey" became a sample of the hit-laden career 
No. 1 smash. About this tfrne, of McCartney: "Live And Let 
McCartney joined forces with Die," "Helen Wheels," "J_et," 
his ~fe Linda, former Moody ''Band On The Run;'' ''Listen 
Blues guitarist Denny Laine, To What The Man Said," 
and drummer Denny Siewell ''Silly Love Songs,'' ''Let 'Em 
to form Wi,:,.gs, one of the In," "Maybe I'm Amazed," 
most successful pop-rock out- · "With A Little Luck," "Com-
fits of the '70s. The first two ing Up" and his biggest hit 
singles from Wings, "Give ever, the seven-week No. 1 
Ireland Back To The Irish" smash with Stevie Wonder, 
and "Mary Had A Little "Ebony And Ivory._" 
Lamb" did not scale chart Lately_ McCartney had 
Heights; y.ou could say it left teamed up for another couple 
people dazed and confused. of trips to the top 10 with 
It was 1973's Red Rose Jackson, "The Girl Is Mine" 
Speedway that really started and "Say, Say, Say." His 
McCartney's .meteoric rise t,o movie, Give My Regards to 
pop's throne. The single, "My Broadstreet, is due out short-
Love" stayed at the No. 1 ly and features eight Beatie 
position for a month and 
started a string of platinum -Solo, page 23 
John, Paul, George and Ringo assembled for this Meet the 
Beatie~ album cover. 
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Christopher Walken treads Dead Zone as Johnny Smith. 
:~A 
~< ~ ',, Dccemhn 2,), 1-l , 9 and lOrh will he a lii~hl ! [:! ht r'/'r;,(-)~°i'·c ~~: 
J 1 -_,,~r; of the Chr i:-.trn~h '- 1..a::;t.H1 {;~Q'~~Y,.·~·;·~Y. .. for the Cn :1·,: r..,it y com-
'£/ ~ nnmity and it-., friend s. tlt- .· r /;{ · The :\ladri:~ a l . Dinncr, C.-f siwnsorcd hy tlic CCF 
t:!--( . : Music Departir!cnt Choral 
....,.· ,Di \·ision, i~ a tr'-1dition 
on rhc Gm11rns. The Univer:)ity Dining ~lo o m, 
festive with hcra!Jic h<inncrs, is the scene: of the 
brilliant processional of the t\·ladri1pl Singers 
clothed in 3UthentiL' reprodUCtiOilS Of the beauti-
ful and intricate garment.~ of the Renaissance . 
The procession, the fanfare~, the huge platta 
with the Iloar's Head, the sp,ukling \\'a:-;sail 
Bowl, the Flaming Plum Pudding, the ;\laJ-
rigal Singers, an'-' the Strolling Minstrels are all 
rcminiscept of the pagc:antry of si:..:tcc:r~th cen-
tury England . 
To request tickets, plea:;c irniiL'alc d~1te anJ 
return your order by mJil to thi:.: Music Depart-
ment, Universicy l)f Central flDriLiu. Orhmdu, 
Florida 32816, cnclusing your rcrnimrncc 
(checks made payable to UCF Choral 
Department). Tlckc.:ts are S 11 .00 11cr person. 
The doors of the University Dining Roo1n \~; i ll 
open.at 7:00 p.m. for the di°ncr:-;, :rnd gu(·:'tS arc 
reque~ted to be .seated before thL: opening 
proces~ional \\'hich begin~ prnm~1tly ar 
7:30 p.m . 
1983 J\1ADRIG:\L FEAST ORDER FOR.\i i; Pkasc Print) 
.Name .. .. '. . ... .. .. ... ... .. . 
Addrc~s .. .. ... . . . . . 
City & State ..... . Zir ..... . 
Phone ~o . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fir~i time to attL'nd~ C Ye-. u:-.:o 
En dosed find ~ . . ....... . . . for . . . 
Total Enclosed S . . 
Rc~crrnrions for: Friday, Dcccmhcr 2 0 
Satur~h1y, Dcccmhcr 3 0 
Thursday. lkccmhcr 8 0 
Friday, DL·L·cmhcr q 0 
Saturday, December IO D 
. . -.. .... -.. ... --.- --. ... .. ... ....... -· -·- .. ..,,. ... -.- -·· ....... .. 
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King's newest lives 
by Rod Durham 
After the News staff 
change the future. These new-
ly gained powers come as 
both a blessing and a Cl}.rse. 
The Dead Zone is the fifth Smith also consummates 
of . author Stephen King's and concludes ·his romance 
best-selling novels to hit .the with Bracknell, who still loves 
silver screen. The film can him. As the. story moves 
· boast that it's the best horror ahead, Smith's powers are 
thriller released so far this both helpful and dangerous. 
year, and it is certainly an im- It is not until he meets politi-
provement over the last cou- cian Greg Stillson (Martin 
ple of King's works turned in-· Sheen) that Smith has his 
to movies. most frightening vision and 
Christopher W alke.n plays makes a final.decision. · 
Johnny Smith, a high school The Dead Zone was 
English teacher involved in a directed by David 
romance with.another faculty Cronenberg, who has built a 
member, Sarah Bracknell cult following from his "films 
(Brooke Adams). Everything The Brood . and Scanners. 
seems to be going Johnny's Last year Cronenberg was 
way until the night he is in a responsible for the weird 
horrible auto accident: . Videodrome, with James 
Smith awakens from the . Wooq and Debbie Harry. The 
deep coma five years later and Dead Zone is by far his best 
learns that Bracknell has film. 
married. He also learns that For a Cropenberg film, The 
he has somehow gained the Dead Zone is surprisingly 
power of second sight . By sparse of blood . Instead 
shaking a hand or just grasp- Cronenberg sets up scenes 
ing a person Smith is able to cunningly, and t he film iS 
see the future, and even totally involving and intense. 
Cronenberg cannot take full 
credit for the success of The 
Dead Zone, though, because 
without ·Jeffrey Boam's 
literal adaptation, this film . 
would be a mess. 
Cr~nenberg gets wonderful 
work from his cast. Sheen, 
though a bit overbearing at 
times has had this much fun 
in a role in a while. Herbert 
Lorn as Smith's friendly Ger~ 
man doctor expresses better 
here than in any of the Pink 
Panther movies as Chief In-
spector Dreifus. 
Brook~ Adam- has a lovely 
smile and her Sarah Bracknell 
is a cheerful and warm 
presence in a mostly dark and 
moody film. But the real stat 
of this movie is Christopher 
Walken. 
In a role that is very 
passive, Walken makes 
Johnny Smith a sensitive, 
everyday man who earns 
pathos and respect. With his 
tight smile and expressive 
King, page 21 
Chinese perform at EPCOT 
by Vicki A. White 
Special to the Future 
EPCOT Center is currently 
hosting the Jinan Acrobat ic 
Troupe from the People's 
Republic of China. in its first 
Two members, Deng Bao Jing 
~ Western appearance. 
· . and Song Yu Mi, won a first 
prize for their routine, 
" Tower of Benches on Feet" 
in 1981, while another 
routine, " 'Balancing Contor-
tions With Bowls," won a 
third prize. 
One routine consist s of a 
·family of lions-mother, 
father and two cubs- who are 
put through their paces by a 
lion trainer. They play, 
scrateh and sit up on their 
hind legs when the trainer 
cracks his whip. Another 
routine · involves juggling 
with the hands and feet at the 
same time. 
~ The troup·e, which is perfor- The same set of routines is 
not perf_ormed in every show, 
so a person can. attend more 
than one performance and not 
see the same acts. Some of the 
routines are over 2,000 years 
old. They · are performed with 
such grace and fluidity of . 
movement that even the most 
impossible feat looks simple. 
• 
ming at EPCOT · Center's 
American Gardens stage 
through Dec. 23, performs not 
only acrobatic feats but 
dance, comedy and juggling 
· routines as well. 
The art of acrobatics was 
brought __ to China by per-
formers fr.om Central Asia in 
the second century B.C. Each 
province had its own troupe 
who performed for both pay-
ing audiences and the 
emperor's court. 
~ ~ormed in 1958, the troupe-
• has won awards in China's na-
tional acrobatic competition. 
• 
L 
11 Holiday Hair -VISA' 
STUDENTS - U.C.F-. - ·STAFF 
20o/o Off . ANy SERVICE ~ J 
THRO DEC. 31 WITH ID OR AD. 
HELPACHILD 
SAVE YOUR 
CAMPELL SOUP LABELS 
Beta Alpha Psi and the ''Shrlners'' are collecting CamPell 
soup labels to benefit children who need, but whose families 
cannot afford, hospital care. Please help this worthy cause 
by bringing your soup labels to the Scho~I of Accounting: 
Phllllps Hall Room~ 17. 
EVERY LABEL HELPS! 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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-Buffett still a star "Grapefruit, Juicy Fruit" and c Q re e f ch 0 1• c e $ an explanation as to why he 
o Orlando . fans 
by Wayne Starr casually talked and drank 
much - like people do at 
thousands of bars across 
can no longer play "God's • b 
Own Drunk" (something to 1· n JO sha r1· ng 
do with an $11 million . 
After the News staff 
Jimmy Buffett must be a America when they go see a 
great next-door neighbor. singer-songwriter. 
You know the type-tosses · After jokingly explaining 
the. football around with the that the reason he couldn't af-
neighborhood kids; picks up ford to pay someone else to 
whatever presents your_ dog open the show was because he 
might leave in his front yard bet everything he had on the . 
without redepositing them on Florida-Georgia football 
your face; doesn't get all ex- game, Buffett, on acoustic 
cited when you borro:w his .guitar occasionally accom-
p~wer ~?ols "just, for five panied on keyboards and per-
mmutes . but don t return cussion, began a long string 
them for five months. - of crowd favorites. · 
In other words, Buffett is a The crowd's love affair with 
nice guy. And ~e brought all the singer was made even 
this niceness to the Orange stronger by Buffett's tactic 
County Convention/Civic of amending his lyrics to give 
Center recently in support of them more of a local flavor. 
One Particular Harbour, his The crowd loved his adding 
most recent album. on "Look there! The Magic 
• Buffett is · neither the Kingdom" to " don't try to 
. world's greatest singer nor describe the scenery if you've 
the world's greatest musi- never seen it'' from 
cian, but he is a fine . "Manana:" 
sm~gwriter and purveyor of a Sitting alone on a center 
unique musical. ~en~e. stage barstool, he continued 
,Whether you call 1t Carib- . with "Son of a Son of a 
b " "K W t k" ean pop, ey es roe Sailor " which he claimed was 
or "Island funk" is not imp~r- the fir~t of the "new Wave" of 
tant. Whafls .import~t is its "sailor songs." He laughinly 
message, whi~h consists of questioned the validity of the 
warm and friendly tales of other players of such music. 
• good times and g~~_? peopl~. ''I'm probably the only one 
. To create a feeling of m- who sails," he said. '·'Let's 
'itimacy, a bar was set up on face it, what do Kenny Rogers 
s~age complete with- ~nd Dolly Parton know about 
waitresses and a phone booth. the Gulfstream?'' 
Band members and roadies After "Boat Drinks," 
lawsuit), he closed out 'the 
first set with "Pencil Thin -by Joe Jervis 
Mustache." After the News staff 
The idea of job sharing, or 
two employees holding op.e 
position and sharing respon-
sibilities and salaries, has ac-
Twenty minutes later Buf-
fett was back, this time with 
the Coral Reefer Band in full 
throttle ready for rousers like 
"Cheeseburger in Paradise" 
d R d C 11, "St · tually been around for many an o ney rowe s ars · · · h h 
th W t ,, _ years. But it is wit t e re-on e a er. f k' ~ent surge o wor mg 
Buffett effectively used a 
medley to string together ab-· 
brevia ted versions 
of "Banana Republics," . 
"Havana Daydreamin'" and 
"Cowboy in the Jungle." 
One unexpected, but 
welcome song was ·"I Can't 
Tell You Why," a beautiful 
ballad writlen and sung by 
ex-Eagle Timothy B. 
Schmidt, currently playing 
bass guitar in the Coral 
Reefer Band. 
Buffett followed this cwith 
excellent versions of his first 
hit, "Come Monday," the title 
cut from his big-selling 1977· 
album Changes in Attitudes, 
Changes in Latitudes, and his 
'' signa t\ire'' tune, 
''¥argaritaville." 
After a spirited rendition of 
"Volcano" and an encore of 
Van Morrison's "Brown-eyed 
Girl" and his own 
"Somewhere Over China" 
and "Fins," Buffett bid 
adieu. But he'll be back. He 
knows_ he's always welcome. 
mothers into the marketplace 
that the idea has ca·ught on. 
These women, by choice or 
necessity; are faced with a 
modern dilemma-how to 
balance raising a family and 
developing a career. 
The Complete Guide to Job 
Sharing, Patricia Lee, is a nif-
. ty little guide to the ins and 
outs of job sharing. In a scant 
· 136 pages, Lee details the ad-
vantages of a job sharing pro-
gram from both the 
employees' and companies' 
points of view. 
_ According to Lee, 42 per-
cent of all mothers with 
children under 3 years of age 
are working. These dual 
familes are receiving increas-
ed attention from employers. 
Some of the advantages Lee 
lists for companies using job 
sharing employees ar~ in-
creased productivity, reduced 
turnover, and greater flex-
ibility in work scheduling. 
In some job sharing pro-
grams the employees each 
Gift Ideas. Getting You Down? 
work half-days, or half· 
weeks, but in others the work 
year is split down the middle 
with each employee having to 
work for six months and then 
take six months off. 
Besides working mothers, 
those most suitable for 
shared jobs · appear to be 
senior· citizens, semi-retirees, 
students, and those seeking 
another career. 
The Complete Guide to Job 
Sharing is· a little too 
relentlessly upbeat, as Lee 
predicts nothing but success 
for those embarking upon 
such an experiment. Much of 
th~ book appears to come 
from one of those standard 
"How to Get a J_ob". books, · 
Jobs, page 25 
Let one of the Bookstore's friendly e.Ives help you du.ring the 
BOOKSTORE'S CHRIS·TMAS SALE. I 
·8 Big Days .. !!! · 
Special ship.ments are on their way:. 
T-Shirts (Children & Adults) 
Jackets, Warm-ups & Shorts 
Gift Books 
Calendars 
Cups, Ashtrays & Mugs 
_Plus Much More 
Plan to visit us 
· December 7th 16th, 1983 
Monday & Tµesday 
Wednesday ·- Friday 
8:30 a .m. 
8:30 a .m. 
8:00 p.m. 
5:00 p .n1 . 
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ON, IN, & UNDER YOUR CAR 
f!ITON & .. W'W:C 
•MOnO'StlND Sdcc:tor 
•Loul Ouu..c:c s .... tch 
•Swrco tl"dic•tof ~M 
•Audio 'owe" t wan1 
ALL STEREOS BY 
SPARKOMATIC 
•lnt.crdwn9ctble ~scpicco I 
trlml)Ui\H f0t Cuslom .,suill•llon 
•lodtln, Jul Jotw•td & AllWllf\d 
•ToftC I a.a.nee Controh 
•Auto .Stop ti lnct of '•i>ir 
•Mona/ Slt'rco klector 
•Audio 'O'<lf\lr: 10 w.nu 
CASSmE STEREO 
SR 300~===•1 
IMPORT AND 
COMPACT CAR STEREO 
SR 3,,,,04=---------.,. 
4999 
ALL OTHER 
STEREOS 
CAL CUSTOM/HAWK 
ALL GAUGES AND TEST EQUIPMENT 
LIST 
PRICI 
AS LOW WITH 
AS 13" EXCHANGE 
WALBRO 
ELECTRIC FUEL 
PUMPS 
1499 
SAVI S.00 
~- Z 6210SOrangeBlossorriTrail-S596171 
5410 Silver Siar Rood-298-8230· 
• · Sunday to Sunday • · 
7·00am lo 11 ·00pm 
3098 Aloma Avenue-677·5488 
59a1:curfy Ford Rof:?d-2a2:os12 
lliiiiiiiiiiiiiiii& 
-- --
I 
' "" ' • . u I 
· Discount Auto Parts 
·DO IT YOURSELF & SAVE 
t 
t 
• 
• 
·• 
• 
Ki ng----..:...__------from page_ is 
eyes, Walken carries the same But, compared , to Stanley 
type of quiet authority he car- Kubrick's messy The Shining 
ried in his Oscar-Winning per- and Lewis Teague' s 
formance in The Deer Hunter. lackluster Cujo, The Dead 
Brian DePalma's sly Carrie·· Zone comes across as a plea-
is still the best adaptation of san t surprise. David 
a Stephen King book to be Cronenberg has made an ef-
filmed as a motion picture. fective, solid horror thriller. 
Pam Glmson/Future 
"M_! ~usband thi~s he'.~ _a dog" by Dennis Jen.kins. ' 
j& •. 
·, VIS4....J . 
.... 
· e48 HOUR KODAK SLIDE PROCESSING 
'e AMATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL FINISHING AVAILABLE 
e FILM PROCESSING AS FAST AS YOU NEED IT 
eCAMERA REPAIRS 
e FULL LINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC DISPLAY PRODUCTS: 
_mats, frames. 
·e professional print display preparation: mounting 
textui'izing, and spraying. 
. M~mber: Professional Photographic Society of Central Florida-
. l " · ·. .· 
-10% Student 
Discount 
'
Weuse 11 
Kodakpa ... 
ra s:!r.-. 1. 
OPEN M- F 10.00-6:00 
SAT: 10:00-5 00 
7436 UnJvers)ty Blvd. 
r-i 
University Sq. ShoooJng Cent~· 
VISA® and MasterCard ® Credit Cards Now Available 
to Students through. TlmESAVER' 's BankActlon Program I 
No Minimum Income or Job Requirements. 
Savings account and fees requl~ed. Moll this coupon for complete 
information. 
Send to : Timesaver Headquarters Building I 
Student Dept I 12276 Wilkins Avenue I Rockville . MD 20852 
Nome 
Address 
City State Zip 
l..O PhOne ( 
0 School Attending 
0 
Status Fr lJ Soph , I Jr , I St • 1 Grad , 
~ There's Never Been a Better Time to Get VISA and 
~ MasterCard Credit Cards! Apply Today! 
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Heenie a · talented artist 
by Albert P. Cervellera 
After the News art critic 
r~ading Dennis Jenkins' 
acrylic paintings would reveal 
him to be ''a determined, 
vibrant and colorful, ir-
regular, and downright witty 
artist.'' On . first impression, 
an unsuspecting spectator 
might, however, recommend · 
sense, his work is stylish, 
hilarious, and welcome. 
Art is regarded as "a conti-
·nuing dialogue between artist 
and audience." At Valencia 
Community College, East 
Campus, this continuing 
dialogue can be seen, and 
almost he~rd, in the Re~ent 
Works by East Campus Art 
faculty and staff. 
· By combining a love for uni-
que and imaginary animal 
silhouettes, overlapping 
_geometric patterns, an illu-
sion of shallow depth, hard-
edge, and fun-loving titles like 
_years of psychoanalysis for 
the artist, but in an artistic Y Art, page 25 
One of the eight artists 
_showing in the exhibit, UCF 
art gallery curator Cliff. 
Heenie, produces powerfully 
unusual illusions that will 
cause your head to tilt. 
Creatively using silver prints, 
paint, and mixed media, the 
parts are recognizable but the 
whole is paradoxical. 
To describe the images and 
feeling~ aroused by Heenie's 
artwork (photo montage) is 
difficult because we tend to be 
drawn to those images we are 
familiar with, rather than to 
stretch our imagination to ac-
cept the whole statement as 
in works like "Individual 
Figure" and "Individual 
Man: Cost Pending." But 
when we do, Heenie's work is 
stimulating; humorous, and 
frightfully appealing. 
If signatures can express 
what a person is like, then 
Pam Glmson/Future 
Heenie' s "Indi~dual Man: Cost Pending" shows at Valen· 
cia East gallery . 
'The nvo finUers 
Handboolt 
II Yon haven't tiof if-
Yon hitVtn'f siof if! 
Aild it's free! Here it is! The complete, unexpurgated, 
official Two Fingers Handbook. The straight scoop, the 
final poop behind Two Fingers -the premium tequila . 
Forget about your other "little black books~' If you 
haven't got this one - you ha~en 't got it. 
Punch up your party 
with Two Fingers! Want to 
add a little punch to your good times? 
Two Fingers is all it takes - along with the 
great ta·sting recipes you 'II find in our 
"punchy" new handbook! 
"In Depth" tequila drinking-- spoken here. Want an in-depth 
report on how tequila 'S really made? Or, just the recipe for a 
fantastic Two Fingers "Depth Charge?" Our new book has it all! 
Two Fingers - Man or Myth? Actually, Two Fingers 
is a little of both - as well as the wildest, thirstiest hombre 
ever to cross the U.S.-Mexican border. Read all about him, 
drink his famous premium tequila and you, too, may become 
a legend in your own time! For your free handbook, send·your 
name and address to: · 
TWOFINGERSTEQUILAHANDBOOK T.~ Q!_~A 
P.O. Box #32127, Dept. 00 ~ ~-, 
Detroit, Michigan 48232 
The premium tequila. 
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c 1983 Adolph Coors Company. Golden. Colorado 80401 · Brewer of Fine Quality Beers Since 18 73 
SOIO--rrom page 17 
tunes as well as an ap-
pearance by ex-cronie Starr. 
. All in all, McCartney will be 
remembered the same way we 
remember Mozart, Beethoven 
and Bach. He is as important 
to our generation as they were 
to their's. Love him or hate 
him, take his music or leave 
it, . McCartney is a true 
- Haley's Comet among the 
other stars who contribute 
music to our lives. 
John Lennon 
The first Beatie to have a 
legitimate hit single while . 
sti.ll a member o~ the group 
was Lennon. His solo career 
was erratic from the start. In 
September of 1969, Lennon, 
with a loose assortment of 
musicians called The Plastic 
Ono Band, hit the singles 
charts with "Give ·Peace A 
Chance .. '' It became an an-
them for those who were tired 
of arms races, Vietnam and 
the Cold War. Politically 
a ware Lennon raised a few 
eyebrows with such eclectic 
singles as "Power To The 
People," "Woman Is The Nig-
ger Of The World" and · the 
platinum single "Instant Kar-. 
ma: (We All Shine On):" 
Lennon's first LP, Un-
finished Music No. 2: Life 
With The Lions, did the same 
thing Harrison did a . y~ar 
earlier in 1968 with Electronic 
Sounds. That is, he created an 
album that was in a word 
crude, in two words crude and 
vile. His next solo album, 
Wedding Album, raise_d more 
than a few eyebrows-it 
featured Lennon and Ono on 
the cover minus their clothes. 
This was certainly a unique 
way to christen a fledgling 
solo career. Subsequent 
albums became less erratic 
and showed John at his song-
writing best-Plastic Ono 
Band-Live Peace In Toronto 
and Plastic Ono Band , were 
popular items indeed. 
However, it was 1971's Im· 
agine LP that knocked the 
music world on its collective 
ear. rh.e single "Imagine" 
became an anthem for a 
· generation and is (arguably) 
the best 
1
• post-.Beatles 
single-it was an · instant 
classic. , "Mind Games" and 
"#9 Dream" also proved 
sizable hits. 
In late 1974, Lennon team-
ed up with superstar Elton 
John and recorded the No. 1 
smash, "Whatever Gets You 
Through The Night.'' An 
album titled Rock and Roll 
featured a collection of Len· 
non's favorite songs and in-
cluded the hit "Stand By 
Me" 
In late 1980, Lennon and. 
his wife recorded Double Fan-
tasy. Ironically, Lennon 
would not live to see 'his 
single "S"tarting Over" stay 
at No. 1 for five weeks, or his 
album sell an incredible 10 
million copies worldwide and 
the hits "Woman" and "Wat-
ching The Wheels" each make 
the top 10 and go platinum. 
His life was snuffed out by 
a bullet from the gun of Mark 
David/ Chapman. An album 
titled Milk and Honey is due 
out shortly-it was to be the 
follow-up to Double Fantasy. 
Page 23 
Hall------from page 17 
Hall notes that most states either put the name 
of the county or a stupid slogan on license plates 
(Idaho-"famous potatoes'; But New Hampshire 
plays it tough. They lay it right on the line-"live 
free or die." "What about the poor guy in prison 
who has to make those plates?" Hall asked. 
There were only two black marks on what was 
otherwise a perfect evening.:....neither of which 
were Hall's fault. The first was a "Merry 
Minstrel" singing telegram-a tasteless adver-
tisement for PAC's New York trip scheduled for 
later this month poorly disguised as Sigma Chi's 
welcome to Hall. 
The second was the constant heckling from one 
or two obnoxious (and probably drunk) audience 
members. Amidst the occasional shouts of 
nonsense words like "potatohead," which Hall 
smoothly worked int~ his act ' without breaking 
stride, were the unneccessary and uncalled for in-
terruptions .. 
The stupidity continued, culminating with, 
asinine cries of "·Bithlo" and the "Heinie 
Winery,'' which, of course, Hall, who spends most 
of his time in California and New York, knew 
nothing about. 
People who think they are funny should stay 
home and tell each other jokes. This would make 
it a lot more fun for · the rest of us who aren't 
naturally hilarious, and don't have the opportuni-
ty to hear a real professional like Rich Hall every 
Pam Glmson/Future day Of the week. 
Hall sets up his "assistant's" microphone. 
.... 
. HOW To Ease the· Bllrdens 
, · ·:·· :·~()r.: QtiqpuSI~ife. · 
• r. ' • • • ~·· .. • •• •.;. • ~· . :~ ,; • " · ' , · •. " '. • • : : •. · . • • ." • • .. • • • " : •. ~ ,,, ~ . · 
·' .... ' , 
•• • • • .. • : • • • " " •• • • "' • : • .' • · .. • \ • • ~ · -~·· : · "'. • ' • ... • I': ' 
~.~-~~Ci'Rr~Tr··~~-:-9~ ..... · . . · 
· · ..~ac~c~ ·o~er .. ':: ·.-... 1.:~· ·//.\~~; 
. ·This ha·nciy backpacl< wNt.ease !h~ burde11 of... , : l ·, : : ·.' : · .. '. ~ ~· .. 
books. lde~ I fQr the .cnis.s-campus·trek, it's.a .goQ~ ·. · 1. ·· ·. ."· .... 
grtt for a tnend:--or·your.sell . A: $17.QS sugge~tetl . · · .. , .. ' · · ·. 
retail value.To re9eive.y_our backiiack , send $1.0:99· .' ': · ·: · ;• .. 
. plus one proof ol purchase* to: . · • • · ·. , . 
• Backpa~k ·qtt~r. Gener111 Foods Cori{: · . ,._ .. . · · 1."< . ._ .. : · 
'3 Stuart Drive, P.O. Box 3600 · · .. · • ... · ·· · 
Size 16" x 12" x fl' ' Color. red. Kankakee. Illinois 60902· · ; •· · :'. :· ·." ·. ·.J ': ; . ·· 
Send backpa~k to: · 
. . J· . 
.. .. ·. -: 
· Name 
Addres 
City/ State/ ZI · .. • • • 
· · Offer expires June 30.1984. ·· 
• Limit-one per person •Otter void in Wyoming, Puerto Rico, and where pro)lieitaa. ·• 
I axed or olhe~w1se restricted ! Please allow B-8 weeks for.'processing •No pr!)Ofs of · 
purchase will be accepted other than those specified •Otter gooctonl7 in U.S.A .. and U.S. 
Gov't. [nstailations. * A proof of ~urchase is the "cup with letlers GFIC'" 'cut from the. prastic Ii . 
---~-------
Here's 30¢ to help you relax with 
General Foods® International Coffees. 
N80!8684 02 ~~~~~~ ·------~Wiliil~liliiil 
5 
43000 84830 
ihis coupon good only on purchase of any flavor of General Foods lnlernational Coffees. Any other 
use constltut~s fraud. COUPON NOT TRANSFERABLE. LIMIT-ONE COUPON PEA PURCHASE. 
To The Reta1ler::General Foods Corporation will re imburse you for the lace value of this coupon plus 
8¢ 1f subm1t1ed in compliance w1~h General Foods Corporation Redemption Policy C-1, incorporated 
herein by reference. Valid only 1f redeemed by retail distributors of our merchandise or anyone 
spec1f1cally authorized by General Foods Corporation. Cash value 1120¢. Mail to: 
• General Foods Corporation. P.O. Box 3600. Kankakee. ii i. 60902. 30~ 
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\ 
LEGISLATIVE 
. , 
REPORT 
MEASURES ACTED UPON: 
Bn~Ls: 
16-22 Transfering Funds into the Travel Account 
~ntroducer: Ch. DavidRokes· , 
Vote: passedN ov. 22; unanimous consent 
· Transfers$4000intotheTravelAccountfromtheStudentGovernment 
(teneral Operating Ac count. Congratulations on his first pie~e of legislation. · 
16-24 Amending the FinanceCode-Section811.4-Activity & Servic~ FeeBudgetN otebooks. 
Intr~ducer: Ch. StuartJ ames 
Vote: passedN ov .17; unanimous consent 
Requires two (2) completed and updated copies of the A&SF budget notebooks be·in the Senate 
Secretary'sofficeforusebytheStudentGovernmentandthestude~tbody. 
RESOLUTIONS 
\ 
16-07 Requiring Student Government to Adhere to Standard Business Practices 
Introducer: Ch.M.ary MacArthur 
Vote: passedN ov .17; unanimous consent 
Suggests guidelines for standard business practices. 
: 1~ Concernfogthe Replacement of.'' FTU'' Insignia From the UCFCampus 
Introducer: ViceChairmanJohnSowinski 
Vote: passedNov.22;(ll)yes(5)no(l)abstention 
Requests that "·FTU" insignia be replaced with "UCF" where ever financially feasible.~ 
Congratulations on his first piece oflegi~lation. -
16-10 RequestingaChangeintheSystemof Parking Fines 
Introducer: Ch. Mary M~cArthur 
· Vote: passedNov.22unaniniousc~nsent 
ftequests that the existing system of parking fines be changed so.that the original punitive late 
charge be extended to ten (10) school days to pay a parking fine before any late charge is incurred 
andandadditionalfour(4)schooldaysbeforethesecondh1techargeisadded. · 
16-13 To Establish a System of Def erred Charges at the Campus Bookstore 
·ntroducer: Ch. Mary Ma.cArthur 
1 ote: passedN ov .22; unanimous consent 
Urges the establishment of a system extending credit by deferring the cof?t of books and sup-
plies to students who have approved financial aid.· 
16-16 ConcerningtheCreationof aConstitutionalAdHocCommittee 
Introducer: LJRCommittee 
-
V ~te: passed Nov .17; (24)yes'(l)no 
Creates an Ad Hoc Committee to review all Constitutional Amendments proposed thus far and 
to make any needed amendments to the Constitution. The Ad Hoc Committee shall be com-
posed of five (5) senators and OU tside legal aid, and shall be dissolved on Jan. 24, 1984. 
P .RESIDENTIALACTION ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION 
BilllG-14 signed 
16-18 signed 
16-19 signed 
16-2fl sifi(ned 
Bill16-18 signed 11-21-83 
16-19 signed 11-21-83 
16-25 sismed 11-21-83 
If you have any questions, comments, or suggestions concerning any legislation before the Senate or any 
issue you wish to be addressed please call your senator at x-3913 or x-2191. 
"THE 16TH STUDENT SENATE 
\ . 
• 
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J~bS~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~homp~ew 
with suggestions on interview 
~tiquette, dress, and resume 
style. 
One of the few drawbacks 
she mentions about job shar-
ing programs is that par-
ticipants frequently not only 
have to share salaries, but 
benefits as well. This may 
mean paying for part of your 
employee medical insurance, 
having shorter vacations and 
receiving a reduced pension. 
Lee's little book makes for 
easy, fast reading and con-
tains probably more than 
anyone wants- to know about 
job sharing. The $7 price· is a 
little steep for such a short 
book, but students interested 
in the subject will find it well 
worth the cost. 
I am graduating and am interviewing replacements. 
Call After the News Editor at 275-2601. 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::· . 
Arf~------------,-----------------------------------------------------------------------------~frompage21 
"I Don't Like Snakes Either 
Bu_t They Can Be Cute," or 
"My Husband Thinks He's· A 
Dog," Jenkins is a favorite in 
the show. 
Georg~ Lowe does a 
tremendous job in making his 
pottery forms look effortless 
and slick. For those who have 
never "thrown on a ~heel," 
this requires much practice, 
patient repetition and a 
delicate sense of touch. Other 
areas on your hands_ besides 
the fingertips must be used. 
Lowe's "Covered Jar" 
(porcelain) iS wrapped in a 
layer of spiraling slip, glazed 
in an ultra peachy-orange hue, 
which ·makes you want to 
reach out with your index 
finger and take a swipe to see 
if it's glaze or icing. 
Never stagnant in his 
works, "Platter," glazed in 
"earth~ones" and displayed 
vertically instead of horizon· 
tally, was finished with a 
spatula type instrument that 
created a ripple which un-
&sk? Well, Judith Page has 
found the answer in "Forma-
tion 19." Three apparently 
identical works, as if cast in 
some alloy of coal and silver, 
are modeled to look like the 
surface of a textured, 
weather-beaten, old pine tree 
and somehow petrified for all. 
eternity. 
"Formation 19" is more in-
teresting than Page's pain-
tings (modeling paste on 
wood, celluclay, and acrylic) 
because of the wonderful use 
of sublimina~ negative space 
in the repetition of forms. 
Of the remaining four ar· 
tists, Nancy Jay's paintings 
combine the excitement of 
nightlife to the dullness of 
still life by adding bright, 
cheerful metalic flakes to her 
pigments. 
Suze Peace has · an artistic 
eye that manipulates the 
physical and psychological 
factors that condition · our 
visual perception. 
winds from the center of the "Conversation" by Quren-
piece like some hieroglyphic. tia Throm stood out from 
What can be done with othersamong her display. Two 
!Jlodeling paste on foam, you sculpturally graceful forms, 
g. cpi33<' . 
"You really haven't tasted Italian·Food until YC?U try. u~ 
-·-...... ~ .-a.--Mo..r .... i.~r.cw. ~ 
10% Discount With UCF ID 
Sread Baked on Premise~. 
LAKEFRONT PIED A TERRE 
Usual story: kids grown Ir gone; Mom Ir Dad are rat-
tting around in their s·pacious lakefront home; 
retirement time; they hear the "call of the wlld." 
Unusual property:· just ~utside Orlando, minutes 
· from Orlando Executive Airport, near major roads, 
provides a secluded retreat from the hassles - a 
haven to catch your breath, repair your psyche. 
Greens trees Ir rich green grass, privacy fencing, 
ever-moving water, ducks, splashing fish, beckoning 
boat doc"s, peace, quiet, solace - minutes but 
worlds removed from "everyday." · · 
Masonary home - flexible layout. Upstairs: Master 
BR w/half bath • sundeck. . Or north-llgl)ted 
studio/den. Downstairs: 2 br, 2 Bath plus M·l·L apt. 
(now rented) plus large, modem, eat-In kitchen so 
separate DR ·can become BR . . Closets, nooks, cran-
nies equal no ·storage problem. Naturally-moderate 
temperature plus central heat/air. Oversize LR. leads 
to comfortable Florlda. Room leads to large screened 
patio which overlooks lake. 
Still more: not only a rentes M·l·L apt., but 3 other 
rented 1 BR ap~. providing In excess of $13,000 an-
nually. Home rental would appreciably Increase. 
Your C.P.A. can advise tax advantages. 
Priced at $245,000, a bargain just for a waterfront _ 1 
estate .(no extra charge for the rentals). Owner wlll 
carry mortgage for qualified buyer after moderate 
down payment. Bob has more information as (305) 
· 788-9~. Robert L. lies. REALTOR. 
each about the size of your 
hand, could be described as 
sensual, blemish-free, powder 
white and pure. 
In the end, it was refreshing 
to see "fiber" in a show that 
boasts modern art. Linda 
Rose's ·weaving titled "Tl-
ingit Song'' was a relaxing 
sight becaus~ it looked hand-
Heenie's untitled silver prints show detail. 
made. By this I mean that 
modern art, in whatever form 
it takes, does not have to ap-
pear anti-human or fan-
tasticall.y wild . 
Pam Gimson/Fut11re 
Are You Good Enough 
· To Join The Best · 
In The Nticlear Field? 
The Navy operates the most advanced nuclear equip~ent in the world. 
Including more than half the nuclear reactors in 
America. The men who maintain and operate those 
reactors have to be the best. That's why officers 
in the Nuclear Na\Ty get the most extensive and 
sophisticated training in the world . 
College juriiors and seniors who 'qualify 
for the program can earn over $1,000 a 
month whilestiµinschool. · 
;\~ After graduation, as a Navy officer, ., 
you receive a year of graduate-level ~)~~· .· ' ; " 
training unavailable anywhere else at ~ · ~ _ :~:,. " ~--
any price. You become a highly trained \ ~ t~ 
member of an elite group with vital re- ~ ·,...Iii~-~~- ,• ...
sponsibilities ~d growing caree~ potential.__:·_ ·· - -~~ 
To qualify, you must be a U.S. citizen between 19 and· 27 years of age, 
working toward or have earned a bachelor's .or master's degree. you must 
also have completed a ,minimum of one year each of calculus and calculus-
based physics with a'' B '~average or better. 
A Navy Officer Programs Representative will be on campus Dec. 5, 6 '& 7 
. to conduct interviews. Sign up in the Career Plannil)g and Placement 
Office by appointment at 1-800-342-7108. 
You can submit and Application as soon as you've completed your sophomore 
year in college. If y~m think you're good enough to join the best in the nuclear 
field, find out. 
Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.~ 
GAF 34 
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c)f CEJV~~ 
Ir.~ :'?~ . 
~ ~ · University of Central Fl~rida.'s 
\a) . 0 . . . . . 
?~~.,~83·"~~ SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS (SOC) 
. . . 
REGISTER NOW BY PHONE•· 855-0881 
. . -
•SOC IS CLOSER THAN YOU THINKI 
GOLDENROD · 
CURRY FORJ;) RD. 
., 
J( ',· ... ' . . ., 
~ ... - --
~'Blaw-uf' o 1 .5 0 C Cl..rea. 
+H ( JO KISSIMMEE ) . 
ST.CLOUD 
Time wise - SOC is closer 
to students ·in ··yellow 
. area than . the J main 
campus isl Consider traf-
fic, 1-4, E/W Expressway, 
distance ... 
e.g . save 10 minutes from 
Altamonte _Springs 
SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS 
7300 Lake Ellenor Drive 
Ph. 855-0881 
In Orlando Central Park 
On South U.S. 441 
.Dr. R.C. HARDEN, DIRECTOR 
CHOOSE-LOWER DIVISION OR UPPER DIVISION GENERAL EDUCATION . 
COURSES BASED UPON YOUR CATALOG AND WITl:'f YOUR ADVISOR'S HELP 
REQUIRED FOR BUSINESS MA.JORS 
ACC 2021 ENC 321Q 
CAP 3001 FIN 3403 
ECO 2023 MAC 3233 
ECO 3411 MAN 3504 
STA 3023 
BASIC COUR~ES FOR EVERY9NE 
ACC 2021 
AMH 2020 
ECO 2023 
ENC 1101 
ENC 1102 
HUM 2230 · 
MAC 1104 
MUL 2011 
POS 2041 
SPC 1014 
UPPER DIVISION.COURSES 
ADV 4000 
CAP 3001 
coc 3024 
ECO 3411 
EGN 4815 
ENC 3210 ' 
FIN 3403 
HSC 3081 
MAC 3233 
MAC 3311 
MAC 3312. 
MAN 3504 
PSY 3624 
SPC 4330 
STA 3023 
SYP 3551 
EDUCATION and GRADUATE ENGINEERING classes also available at SOC. PLEASE CALl l 
COMPUTER SERVICES AT SOC: We have a Decwriter II computer terminal tied to the main 
campus. UCF students located In SOC's service area are encouraged to use this equip- · 
ment. 
*To ensure your place in these courses, REGISTE~ for them NOW by PHONE_ to SOC (855-0881) -
10-5 dny day. You then register for Main Campus courses at your scheduled appointment 
time by going to the Problem Table. -
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University o1 Central Florida's . 
SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS (SOC) 
offers 
CLASSES· for FRESHMAN thru GRAD.UATE students 
- . ' 
To ensure your place in these courses, REGISTER for them NOW by PHONE at SOC (855-0881) - ~a~ 
5 any day. You theri register for Main Campus courses at your scheduled appointment time by 
goin·g to the Problem Table. · 
SPRING 1984-
REG SEM 
KEY PFX NO SEC · HRS · COURSE11TLE · DAV rJME. 
3114 ACC 2021 51 3 Principles of Accounting II T 7-·9: 45 
1164 ADV 4000 51 3 Principles of Advertising M 7-9:45 1679 AMH 2020 51 3 U.S. History: 1877 to Present w 7-9:45 1249 CAP 3001 51 3 Computer Fund/Business Applications T 7.-8; R 7-9 
1277 coc 3024 51 3 Personal Computing 14 5-6; w 4-6 3206 E-CO 202-3 51 3 Principles of Economics II : w 7-9:45 
3218 ECO 3411 51 3 Quant. Method$/ Bus Decision Analysis T 7-9:45 5187 _· EGN 4815 91 - 3 Historical · Architecture T 7-9:45 
1597 ENC J lDl 5l 3 Composition I R 7-9:45 
1618 ENC 1102 51 3 Composition II T 7-9:45 
1632 ENC 3210 51 3 Prof.essional Report Writing I M 7-9:45 
1633 ENC 3210 52 ~ . Profession?l Report Writing I M 7-9 .: 45 3317 FIN 3403 ·51 3 Business Finance R . 7-9 :45 
6198 HSC 3081 V51 3 Medical Self Assessment TV TAPE t ASC 1715 HUM 2230 51 3 Western Humanities II w 7-9:45 
1749 MAC 1104 51 3 - College A~gebra M-W 5:30-6:45 
1760 MAC- 3_233 51 . 3 Concepts of Calculus M-W 5:30-6:45 
1774 MAC° 3311 · 51 4 Calculus with Analytic Geometry I T-R 5-7 
1782 MAC 3312 . 51 4 Calculus . with Analytic Geometry II T-R 5-7 . 
325~ MAN 3504 51 3 Production/Operations Management M 7-9:45 
2102 MUL 2011 V91 3 . Enjoyment of Music TV TAPE t . ASC 
2000 POS 2041 v5-1 3 American National Government · TV TAPE t ASG 
1929 PSY 3624 51 3 Parapsychology w· i-9 :45 
1223 SPC 1014 51 3 Fundamentals of Oral Communication w 7-9:45 , 
1224 SPC 1014 52 3 Fundamentals of Oral Communication R . 7-9:45 
1234 SPC 4330 51 3 Nonverbal Communication R 7.:.9:45 
2085 STA 3023 51 3 -Statistical Methods I T 8-10; R 9-10 
2056 SYP .3551 91 3 Sociology of Alcoholism w 7-9:45 
""' 
PM ·MONDAY I PM TUESDAY I. PM WEDNESDAY I PM THURSDAY 
HSC 3081, MUL 2011 & POS 2041 on TV Tape • t AT STUDENT'S CONVENIENCE 
Arrang~ viewing date and time ~ith TV Technician 
* 5-6 coc 3024 ·* 4-6 coc 3024 
* 5-7 MAC 3311 *· 5-7 MAC 3311 
* 5-7 MAC 3312 * 5-7 MAC 3312 
* 5:30-:6:45 MAC . 1104 * 5:30-6:45 MAC 1104 1-
* 5:30..'.6:45 MAC .3233 
* 7-8 - CAP 3001 
' 7-9:45 ADV 4000 7-9:45 ACC 2021 
7-9:45 · ENC 3210 7-9:45 ECO 3411 
7-9:45 ENC 3210 . 7-9:45 EGN 4815 
7-9:45 MAN 3504 7-9: 4_5 ENC ll02 
* 8-10 STA 3023 
* 2 sessions per week 
YOUR ATIENTION PLEASE! 
* 5:30-6:45 
7-9:45 
7-9:45 
7-9:45 
7-9:45 
7-9:45 
7-9:45 
MAC 3233 
* 7-9 CAP 3001 ' 
AMH 2020 7-9:45 . ENC 1101 
ECO 2023 7.-9:45 FIN 3403 
HUM 2230 7-9:45 SPC 1014 
PSY 3624 7-9:45 SPC 4330 
SPC 1014 
SYP 355l 
* 9-10 STA 3023 
SOUTH ORLANDO·CAMPUS 
7300 Lake Ellenor Drive 
Ph.855~0881 
· In Orlando Central Park 
On South U.S. 441 . 
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IT IS POSSIBLE TO TAKE UP TO AN 
18-HOUR LOAD OF REQUIRED CLASSES.AT THE 
SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS Dr. R.C. HARDEN, DIRECTOR 
.. PLAN CAREFULLY 
so 
PAVED & LIGHTED PARKING TEXTBOOK SALES 
soc 
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Daddy's Money: 
A Townhome For You and 
Tax Write Off For Dad 
CAMBRIDGE CIRCLE 
A TOWNHOME COMMUNITY 
Nicer tha·n a .dorm at less cost· 
Come See What 
You Get: 
'! 
:? 
IJC 
E 
0 
.. ,, 
• 
E 
., 
• 
• 2 Br. 2~ Bth. Townhome ll
[!
!J 
• 991 Square Feet 
•Microwave 
• ·Clothes Washer & Dryer 
• Refrigerator . 
•Oven ·. 
• Dishwasher 
Drapes 
Over $5,000 first year 
write-off for Dad. Bring 
him by for all the details. 
Unlverstty Blvd. . 
1mt. _ t U~F 
I Cambridge Circle -c-
A 
~ -
SRSO 
SECOND FLOOR PLAN Adequate space for two single beds or one double bed and both 
Mister Suites are designed for separate use of bath, toilet and vanity. 
-"-- 01;1! 01~ 
-..~~--..... ---~-'it-~ 
. E . 
I , . w i. -=:· ==:1~::-r-J - [QI () . 
FIRST FLOOR PLAN Suggested fu rnf~ure 1 ayout shows funct fonA 1 use of spice ind i 11 ustrates 
· workable traffic pattern . Furniture layouts are De~1gn CoMultAnt's suggestions only. Other 
than specified 1ppltances, the -units will not be furn1sh9d. 
Call (305) 273-0990 
Rentals- Jan · 
Investment- John or Daye · 
Buy or Rent Now 
New Units Available Immediately 
. ~11 oo oo o oo oa ooo o ~tH1ooao O§OO o cuoo ruoG!Jou· § o o oo o·oo o o o oo oo 00000 ci o o c o<:i ~~oo oisi u ci o a o a o~o coo~~. 
. . 
• 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
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Sports week 
Lady Knights set 
for SSC challenge 
'by Dan Russo 
Future sports 
UCF Lady Knights basket-
ball team opened its season 
Nov. 25-26 .by winning their 
own Sun Roast Classic · 
basketball tournament. 
. UCF defeated a previously 
unbeaten West Georgia, 
76-67, Nov. 26 to take the 
totirnament. Concordia (N.Y.) 
, College defeated Edward 
Waters College of Jackson-
ville for the third place 
trophy. 
The Knights were led by 
senior forward, Dorine Van 
Tongeren, who scored 19 
points, and sophomore Susan 
Patz, who contributed 18 
. points in a game which saw 
UCF's lead s.hrink to 65-63 
~ith just 4:52 left before the 
Knigh~s pulled away for the 
win. 
UCF Head Coach Joe San-
chez said he was very happy 
with the team's performance 
mainly because they haven't 
had much playing time. San-
chez said that he felt the key 
to beating West Georgia 
·would be to play as conser-
vative as possible and win 
without· making many 
mistakes. 
~~t Sanchez confessed he 
knew West Georgia wasn't 
going to be ·an easy opponent. 
He said he knew this because 
West Georgia aiready had 
five games under its belt go-
ing into. the championship· 
game. 
"We've got a lot of work 
still to do," said . Sanchez. 
"We are roughly about 65 
percent where we should be. 
After . about 10 games we 
should know exactly how our 
season is going. 
"It will take a while for the 
newcomers and veterans to 
gel, so :under the cir-
cumstances· I was very happy 
we won the tournament,'' he 
said. 
Sanchez said he has two 
goals in mind for this season. 
First, to win the Sunshine 
State Conference and second 
return to the national tourna-
ment. 
The Lady Knights have 
won their conference and ap-
peared in the national tourna-
ment the last two years. Last 
season the Knights finished 
with a 25-5 record and ranked 
Women, page 31 
Sports 
view 
ing is to ban the technical 
knockout. They're bori~g and 
. leave the fans hanging. 
by 
LeeLemer 
Sports editor 
Bo~ing should 
ban· the TKO 
Journalists from Seattle to 
Miami have been condemning 
the brutality of professional 
boxing over the past year. 
They consider it a sport for 
animals who have nothing 
better to do than beat another 
human into a comatose state. 
Most notable of the 
malcontents w~s ABC's King 
Howard CoseU. The sport-
scaster said last winter 'that 
he would no longer associate 
himself with "the ringside 
sleaziness" of the sport. He 
complained vehemently that 
many of th~ bouts were allow-
ed to continue much too long 
and he even stuck his halo in-
. to a congressional house sµ.b-
committee meeting and whin-
ed about "the desperately 
sick sport of boxing." 
Latest to jump1 on the con-
demnation bandwagon w~s 
The Orlando Sentinel. Two 
months ago, the Sentinel'ran 
an editorial that called boxing 
a sport we could do without. 
.They complained about the 
sport's excessive brutality. 
I say there's not enough 
brutality in th~ sport. 
The first change toward a 
more exciting future for box-
Last week's Larry 
Holmes-Marvis Frazier 
Heavyweight bout is proof of 
that. Frazier knew he wasn't 
going into the ring with Boy 
George, yet he picked up bet-
ter than a half-a -million 
bucks for under three minutes 
work. He was not prepared 
and the fans were dis~p­
pointed. 
For that kind of money the 
referee should have let 
Holmes pound FJ;"azier until 
he was fla't on the canvas. · 
Needless to say, I was livid 
when they stoppe~ the con-
test. 
And another thing I hate 
about the TKO. Many times, 
an hour or so after a fight has 
ended, the media will inter-
view the victim and what 
does he say? 
"I didn't think they should 
have stopped this fight. I 
thought I was ahead. I think I 
could have won.'' 
Well of course _they 
shouldn't stop the fights. A 
beaten man's chances for vic-
tory are virtually nonexis-
tent, but as a professional 
boxer they should have the 
option. All fighters should 
. have that option whether 
th~y want it or not. 
It is one of the few remain-
ing pure athletic sports. 
When a fighter steps into a 
ring he is ·in there with littl~ 
more than· his well-condi-
View, page 30 
Eileen Samelson/Future 
UCF women's basketball players Dorine Van Tongerent 
(right) and Susan Patz fight a rebound in practice. 
Men's hoop 
prepare for 
Otterbein 
by Scott Gunnerson 
Future Sports 
UCF men's basketball team 
has learned that the road can 
be a tough place to start 'a 
season. The Knights have 
dropped their first three 
games of the season to 
Valdosta State, Florida State 
and Centenary. 
UCF' s trip to ·Tallahassee 
on Nov. 26 was a nightmare. 
The Seminoles outscored the 
Knights 42-23 in the first half 
i;tnd we~t on · to win the con-
test 96-65. UCF' s Dan Faison 
led all scorers with 24 points, 
followed by FSU' s 'Alton Gip-
son and Granville · Arnold, 
each with 18. 
FSU forced UCF into 32 
turno:vers as the Knight's 
guards had a terrible time 
gettjng the ball over the mid-
-court stripe: 
Last Monday, UCF travel-
ed to Shreveport La. to play 
Centenary. For the Knights, 
it was close, but no cigar, as 
they were nipped, 63-62. 
UCF's first home game of 
the season will be Tuesday 
against Otterbein. 
Eileen Samelson/Future 
UCF's Greg Atterberry dives at B-CC running back in last week's loss. 
Football Knights end season, 5-6 
The thought that UCF foot-
ball could be rejuvenated 
under,- new head coa,ch Lou 
Saban became reality during 
the 1983 season, as the 
Knights ended ·with a 5-6 
record and broke over 100 
records in the process. 
The five wins for UCF was 
the most since their inaugural 
6-2 season (1979) and ·a com-
plete turnaround from last 
year's 0-10 campaign. Offen-
sively., the Knights were the 
best ever, scoring the ·most 
points (283), averaging the 
most yards (354.2) a:bd totall-
ing the most yards (2897) in 
their history. 
Two individual perfor-
mances of note , for· UCF 
received national recognition 
·at some time during the 1983 
season. Freshman Elgin 
Davis set · records for most 
touchdowns sc·ored (10) and 
most yards rushing (786) in a 
season. Davis needs just 
under 100 yards to become 
UCF's all-time lead_ing 
rusher. He was ranked as high 
as 10th during the season in 
Division II for yards rushing 
per game. 
Another freshman, Ted 
Wilson of Zephyrhills, 
became UCF' s career leader' 
in kickoff returns. Wilsen 
averaged 30. 5 yards · per 
returp, which led all Division 
II schools. He scored UCF's 
first-ever TD on a kickoff 
return with a 100 yard 
Football, page 31 
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Knights' volleyball 
finish with a loss 
by Scott Gunnerson 
Future sports 
After winning the Sunshine 
State Conference season title, 
the UCF women's volleyball 
team (39-12~ lost the SSC 
tournament in the final game 
to Tampa University. 
The loss cost the Knights a 
spot in the Division II 
Regional Toµrnament. Only 
the SSC ·tournament cham-
pion receives an automatic 
bid to regions. UCF's season 
• Scott Gunnerson/Future hopes ended earlier this week 
UCF's Carol Sniegowski digs the ball 9ff the floor in action earlier this season. when they <ltd not get a 
Coors Light 
Congratulates. ~A E-. Ple~ges 
and its trainer 
John Morrison 
as the winner of the 
Coors Light Turtle Race 
@ 1982 Adolph Coors Co .. Golden. Colorado 80401 
wildcard invitation to the· 
tournament. 
Crosstown rival Rollins Col-
lege became UCF's savior to 
the SSC season title with an 
end of the season flurry. By . 
defeating Tampa and Florida 
Southern, the Tars gave the 
Lady Knights clear title to 
the SSC season champion-
ship. 
The improvement of 
Rollins, however, was not 
enough to stop UCF in the 
first round of the SSC tourna-
ment in Lakeland. ''They 
came a long way from the 
beginning of the season. They 
really surprised us, 
freshman Heidi Dexter said. 
UCF may have been sur:. 
prised, but they weren't over-
whelmed as they beat Rollins, 
3-1. The Lady Knights won 
the match, but lost a key 
player in the process. Senior 
Anita Wettwer injured her 
ankle in the Rollins' contest 
and was unable _to play in the 
championship match. 
The final match pitted UCF 
against 'Tampa. Du.ring 
regular season the two teams 
split in head-to-head competi-
tion; both beat the other on 
its home court. 
UCF won the first and third 
games and Tampa took the 
second and · fourth to bring 
the end of the sec volleyball 
season down to th~ final 
game. UCF · was in the 
driver's seat when they ran 
the score to 14-12. A missed 
serve and a few costly errors 
enabled Tampa to come. from 
behind and -defeat UCF, , 
16-14, to win the SSC tourna-
ment. 
View-- from page 29 
tioned body. Equipment is at 
a minimum. 
Don't let boxing's critics 
- fool you into believing the 
sport is anything but a 
savage game. It is not an ex-
ample of society for our youth 
to look upon and grow. It is a ' 
contact sport in the truest 
sense. 
When boxing is taken as a 
profession, the .fighter 
understands the risks of the 
game. Be part of it and grun~ 
ble on your health _or stay 
away. But don't dilute the 
sport of its No. 1 
~ommodity, violence, because 
that would be worse than en- ) 
· ding it altogether. 
. I 
• 
• 
Women-from page 29 
10th nationally. 
According to San~hez, the 
key to the season will be the 
development of the 
sophomores and the adjust-
ment of the new players to the 
team's system. Sanchez add-
ed that the · Knights have 
always been a defense-
oriented team and that a 
primary concern will be to 
continue that tradition. 
Sanchez said he likes to get 
everybody involved in the 
scoring. "The offenses we rµn 
are designed to employ all the 
personnel that we have," he 
said. 
Sanchez said he likes his 
team to score a lot inside if 
they have the ability, if not, 
"we feel like we have the 
shooting outside-if the inside 
game is shut off." 
Leading the way for the 
Lady Knights this season will 
be All-American returners 
Van Tongeren and Karen 
Harvey. Van Tongeren led the 
Knights in sc.oring last year, 
16.5 points a game, along 
with blocked shots with 23. 
The steady play of Van 
Tongeren and Harvey will be 
a key factor to the team said 
Sanchez.· 
Backing up Harvey at 
guard · will be senior Beverly 
~night and juniors Lori 
Oldham and Suzy Brase. 
Along with 6-0 senior Van 
Tongeren at forward will be 
juniors Nadine Johnson and 
Kris Armitage, 6-1 
sophomore Patz and 
freshmen newcomer, Laura 
Foley. At center for UCF will 
be 6-1 junior Rochelle Lee and 
Christine Strahl, a 6-3 
-sophomore. 
Sanchez said that he is look-
ing for Lee, Patz and Strahl to 
provide a lot of scoring and 
added ·that it is very impor-
tant for them to produce. 
If anything needs improv-
ing, he said it would be a more 
consistent performance from . 
the bench.J "They need to be 
able to come right off the 
bench and fit into play," San-
chez said. 
Next on the age~da for 
UCF will be Palm Beach 
Atlantic College ·tonight in 
the UCF gym and Florida 
State University on Monday, 
Dec. 5 in Tallahassee. 
Sanchez said he doesn't ex-
pect too much trouble from 
Florida Atlantic, adding that 
if the Knights execute they 
should win. 
In order for UCF to defeat a 
team like FSU, . Sanchez said 
.the Knights must dominate 
the boards and shoot well 
from the field. 
''I wish we could play the1.n 
later in the season,'' said San-
chez, "but we'll take our 
chance at them." 
"Were not just going to 
play puppy going to their 
place," Sanchez added, "were 
going t~ go at them.'' 
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Cotroneo 
resigns as SID 
by Lee Lerner 
Sports editor 
UCF athletic department 
officials announced W ednes-
day that Sports Information 
Director Vince Cotroneo · will 
resign his position effective 
Dec. 30. 
According to Cotroneo, he 
is leaving UCF to pursue a 
career in sports broadcasting. 
Cotroneo said because of the 
SID work load, it was im-
possible to get into broad-
casting. 
UCF running back Elgin Davis turns the corner in actjon last week. 
Athletic director Bill Peter-
son said he was sorry to see 
Cotroneo leave. "He has done 
a fine job for ·us," Peterson Football----- .-----------from page 29 
· said. 
scamper against 
Southeastern Louisiana. 
The 1983 season also 
brought an end to the careers 
of four seniors. Scott Ryerson 
· of Orlando leaves UCF .as 
their ,all-time points- leader 
with · 150. Ryerson, UCF's 
placekicker the past three 
seasons, holds career mar ks 
in fieid goals, points, and ex-
tra points. He ended his 
. . 
career with 32 consecutive ex-
tra points. 
Jeff Froehlich of Winter 
Park ends his Knight career 
with 103 catches for over 
1,300 ·yards, both are UCF 
records. Froehlich played 
every game except one during 
his UCF playing days. . 
Jim Rountree, UCF's star-
ting wide receiver for the past ' 
two seasons, ends his career 
V. Rand Saltsg~ver, Attomey · 
Persont;d Injury and Wrongful Death 
DefectiveProduct Injuries 
Crimtnal Law 
· Initial consultation 
~vailable ~thoot charge . 
16 West Pine Street 
Orlando,, Florida (3~5} 841-034~ 
PROFESSIONAL- DESIGN 
lnte r·view ski·lls & mark eting techniques 
· Cover letters for -professional acceptance 
Proficient typing & word processing servic.ts · 
C.areer assessment testing & interpretation 
EconorT\ic~l ,prompt & guaranteed satisf.action 
£lr1andb1 . . . 894-7726 . (g[lsultants, 1nc.1 · · 
2111E.MichiganAve.,Suite126,0rland,o,FL3280S 
f w"th current. stu ent 
We've designed our whole 
company around ·what you need, 
temporary I part-time 
employment 
Call 
For more 
lnfQ 
Marketing 
857-9110 
Orlando 
855~8118 
Winter Park 
~47-8118 
Earn while you learn, 
work where and 
when you want. 
•Accounting 
··Clerical 
• Datcf Entry 
•Market 
~sear_ch 
•Secretarial 
•Word · 
Processing 
.,..D•a•ta•E•nt•ry•"~. . INCi 
... 647-7118 I ,._,. ~~ 
with 62 catches. 
Jim Bray of Casselberry, 
who started his care~r at UCF 
as a defensive end, concluded 
as a two-year starter at 
center. Bray. had four fumble 
recnverie.s while on defense. 
Peterson said he didn't 
know who would fill the role 
after Dec. 30. He said the 
position will be advertised 
and the department will hire 
the best @alified person they 
can get for the job. 
The Ground Hound's Alive with 
HAPPY 
OUR''· 
"The-Goodtime Meeting Pl.ace" 
. 2901 East Colonial Drive·· 
East of Colonial Plaza 
894-9705 
..,,~ . . .. 
.... 
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
SESSION 
SURVEY 
DECEMBER.6&7 
Every semester the Services Committee of the Student Senate gives every student a chance 
to sound off -pro or con- on life at UCF. We want to know what you like and what you do not like; 
what really bugs you and what really pleases you as well. This is your opportunity to. tell it as 
you see it. Fill out the survey below and drop it in any of the ballot boxes located in the Library, 
the Knight's Den, the Education Building, the Engineering Building, the vending areas of the 
Biology, Chemistry, Phillips Hall and Humanities and Fine Arts buildings, or come to the Ser-
vices Committee tables outside the Knight' sDen on Tuesday Dec. 6and Wednesday Dec. 7 from 
ll:OOam to 2:00pm, where student senators will be available to accept your gripes or your com-
pliments. 
STUDENTGOVERNMENTQUESTIONNAIRE 
STUDENT SERVICES 
Which of the Following services provided by Student Government to in· 
dividualsororganizationshaveyou u~ed this semester? 
If youhaveanygripes or compliments, please sound off below: · 
StudentGovemmentScholarship __ _ 
BicycleRacks -----------
Camera Equipment _____ _ 
StudentDirectory _______ _ Legal Services _______ _ 
SyllabusBook ---------
StudentCenter Lounge------
StudentCenterGameRoom:-----
Water Ski Jump 
UseofTypewriters _____ _ 
DiscountedMoYieTickets ___ _ 
East-West Expressway Coupons __ 
NatilusEquipment. ______ _ 
FilmDeveloping ---------
FreeLocalPhoneService ------
ExerciseTrail --------
StudentVanofUar ______ _ 
Before reading the above list, how many of these services did you know were 
offeredbyStudentGovernment? All ()2.18l '1-12) Non!... 
Are any of these services unnecessary in your opinion? 
(list)-------------------------
What other services do you feel St1 dent Government should off er that are 
notcurrentlyoffe=-ed?----------------------
Do you belong to a campus club or organization that is funded to any extent 
byStudentGovernme!!_t? Yes No 
Howmanydoyoubelongto? 
& 
Do you feel the amount off undingreceived was a4equate? Yes ____ N--.....o __ 
Do you think Student Government should fund clubs and organizations at 
all? Yes No 
Did you know before reading this that the Student Government provides 
moneytothecampusclubsandorganizatiC?ns? Yes No 
DidyouattendpeeradVisementpriortoregistration? Yes No 
Ifyouattended,didyoufinditvaluable? 'Yes No 
WereyouinvitedtoorientationasconductedbytheOrientationTeam? · 
Yes No 
Ifyouattended,didyoufind_itvaluable? Yes No 
Haveyoureceivedacopy of either of the two handbooks listed below? 
AGuidetoKnightLife 
The Golden Rule 
Yes ___ _.N ..... o __ 
Yes ----=N=-=o __ 
Areyoua tranf er student? Yes ___ .._N.,.o...__ 
If yes, are you from: acommunitycollegeorjuniorcollege ____ _ 
anotherf our-year university(undergraduate) __ 
anotheruniversity(post·g~ad) ___ ...;_ __ _ 
H~veyoueverattendedanieeting of the Student Senate? 
· Y~ No 
DidyouknowthatSenatemeetings(Tuesdays,3:00pm,ENG359)areopento 
the public? Yes No 
Did you know that you can discuss problems with~ student sena~or by 
callingx2191foranappointment? Yes No 
DidyouvoteintheStudentSenateelections? Yes No 
If youareamongthe90%whodidnotvote, whynot? Pleasebehonest-you're 
nameisnotrequiredon this survey. 
Name(optional) -------------------
Class: -· Freshman Junior 
Sophmore __ Senior __ 
Post-~r_l!_d :---
·" 
' Are you a: Donn student 
----
Commuter 
STUDENTSERVICESCOMMITTEE 
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Baseball cards : 
a great hobby 
I Buy. 1d. 
BASEBALL CA 
by Lee Lerner 
Sports editor . 
For many sports fans, col-
lecting baseball cards are a 
fond memory of a childhood 
past, but for Kissimmee's 
Gary Nagle, the hobby holds 
more than memories past. For 
agle, baseball cards hold the 
key to his future dreams. 
Nagle, 34, has been collec-
ting baseball cards since he 
was a youngster. Presently he 
owns over 750,000 cards, but 
he is willing to part with 
almost any of those cards for 
' the right deal at any of the 
shows he attends monthly 
around Florida. One such 
show Nagle will be wheeling 
an~ dealing his cards at will 
be the mini-card show he is 
holding at the Howard 
Johnson's motor inn Satur-
day afternoon on Lee Road in 
Orlando. Nagle will be there 
all day buying, selling and 
trading with anyone who 
shares a similar interest in 
America's third fastest grow-
ing hobby. 
As a school teacher in 
Kissimmee, Nagle deals at 
card shows now to pay for 
own personal collection which 
. Cards, page 34 
Assorted cards from assorted years. Lee Lerner/Future 
Reserved . basketball s0ating Ovailable 
by Al Seladi 
Special to the Future 
For the first time, reserved 
seats for the 1983-84 UCF 
men's basketball games will 
be available to ensure ticket 
holders of their favorite seats. 
Athletic director Bill Peter-
son said the idea for reserved 
seats was brought up by 
Head Coach Chuck Machock, 
with the idea to show 
boosters some class and style. 
In years past, the booster 
club had a section roped off 
for them at the basketball 
games, but the seats were not 
eserved. The seats were 
available on a first-come, 
first-serve basis. In the past, 
even though people had 
tickets for the game, but ar-
rived late, their favorite seats 
would be gone. · 
With the new reserved seat 
system, all sea ts are 
numbered to assure ticket 
holders that their seats will 
not be taken before they ar-
rive. ''The person knows he 
as a seat," Peterson said. 
"With reserved seats, we can 
protect the person who sup-
ports the program.'' 
In order to get a particular 
seat fo:r; the games, a person 
can get an individual ticket 
for· one ga~e or reserved 
season tickets for all home 
games . 
. The reserved individual 
seats cost $4 a game. Reserv-
ed season s·eats for 12 home 
games cost $40. Costs for 
reserved season tickets 
average $3-.33 per ticket. 
With the season ticket. 
package, a person saves $8. 
Tickets are available at the 
UCF ticket agency in the 
athletic building. 
Athletic business manager 
Barbara Ratti said there are 
four sections for the reserved 
seats. Two sections are for 
reserved individual games 
and two are for reserved 
season. The sections are 
located on the home side of 
the UCF gym and have 16 
seats in each section. A han-
drail divides each section, 
making it eight seats on ~ach 
side of the handrail. Rows 4 to 
16 are for reserved seats; 
each seat is 20 inches wide. 
The rest of the area on the 
home side of the gym is 
general admission. 
Peterson said the first four 
rows in the general admission 
. ,.. 
section are usu~y taken by 
family members of the 
basketball team. 
Out of the 12 home games, 
seven are . in the Sunshine 
State Conference. Two games . 
the athletic department ex-
pects to sell out are Florida 
Southern and Rollins. 
Included in the schedule are 
six doubleheaders with the 
girl's basketball team. 
The first home game for the 
men's basketball team is on 
Dec. 6 against Otterbein at 
7:30 p.m. 
THE HAIR SHOP 
, ti;e.cision StYle C11t $8.08 
_ Full Service Sa#Dn. 
Walk)mi Welcome 
10509 E. Colonial Dr. 
(Winn Di"ie Center) 
t iNTON PARK 
... . 
~82-1 .700 
Daily 9-5 & Thurs.:.w . B ,,,ij 
EARN EXTRA 
JINGLE FOR 
THE HOLIDAYS 
Have you ever dreamed of joining th& Walt 
Disney World cast? The holidays can make that 
dream come true. 
Right now we hav~ seasonal positions open in 
the food, custodial, merchandise, and opera-
tions areas. 
To app-ly, come to the Walt Disney W~rld 
Employment Center, Monday through Saturday 
· 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Take 1-4 to the Lake Buena Vista 
exit, go no;-th eight miles on 535, then follow the 
signs. 
Walt IV)isney World. 
An equal opportunity employer. 
© WALT DISNEY PROD.UCTIONS 
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his wife, Patty values bet-
ween eight and 10 thousand 
dollars. But the real hope for 
Nagle is that dealing cards at 
a dream come true. "I would teaching. But it would take at 
love to open a store. That's least three or four .years to get 
my .goal in life.'' established before he could 
with. It kept him off the 
streets,'' she said. Unlike · 
many other mothers, Nagle's 
mother didn't throw his cards 
away when he got . older. In-
stead, she moved them, 
Nagle's wife said. "He stop-
ped ·collecting when he 
discovered girls,'' she said, 
"but he got back into the hob-
by when. he found out that it 
was alright for adults to col-
lect too." 
But grown men act like lit-
tle kids at these shows. Their 
talk of great baseball past 
echoes among the rooms. 
Memories of Roberto 
Clemente home runs and Lou 
Brock stolen bases flash vivid 
in the mind. One can see Pete 
Rose hustling to first base 
just by listening to the card 
show chatter. The show at-
mosphere was exactly what 
sold Nagle on the hobby. 
shows all around the country 
can turn over enough profit 
for him to open a baseball 
card store in Orlando that 
would service dealers from all 
over the Central Florida area. 
According to Nagle, opening 
a baseball card store would ·be 
' 
· His wife agrees. "That's 
Gary's dream. He has a one-
track ·mind a~d that's 
baseball all the way. Never-
theless, she is a little skep-
tical about whether a store 
like t~at would really fly in 
this area. "If we could do 
enough volume, he could quit 
Reggie Jackson and George Brett plaques. Lee Lerner/Future 
$14.99 
JEAN'S 
$19.99 
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Denim King 
UNION PARK 
STORE .ONLY 
NEXT TO WINN-DIXIE 
275·1301 
even think about quitting 
tea~hing,,' she said. . 
Patty Nagle says that . she 
got into collecting because of 
her husband's longtime in-
terest in the hobby. "He 
started collecting · when he 
was young. His mom would 
leave him money to buy cards 
~-----.-SALE·-ALisiZEs· 
14K. GOLD Nee~ Chains .. u55% Off 
SEIKO· Watches ............... ~ .. 20% Off 
SDtIAMOPNDd &t<?.~~?.~~~ ......... 30% Off one en an .s 
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7426 University Blvd. 
(C9rner of ISA and University Blvd.) 
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• Saban season ends 
• 
• 
• Phot~s by Eileen Samelson 
Scott Ryerson is all smiles 
in the Knights', 59-28, vic-
tory over Ft. Lewis College 
on Nov.19. Head Coach Lo~ 
Saban, however, had some 
things to growl about in last 
week's loss to Bethune. The 
Knights lost the game, 31-22 
and ended their first season 
under Saban 5-6 . 
Crew shows off new blood 
by Pete Clapham 
Future sports 
e On Nov. 19, the men's and 
women's freshman/novice 
crew teams traveled to Tam-
. pa for their first taste of rac-
ing in the Freshman/~ ovice 
Regatta, a preseason 1,500 
meter event designed to in-
troduce beginning oarsmen to 
the rigors of competition. 
ti on. last place finish. 
In the last race of the day, 
the men's "A" eight, compris-
ed of both "A" and "B" 
fours, became embroiled in a 
free-for-all which pitted it 
againl?t Tampa, Rollins, 
Jacksonville and FIT. Rejec-
ting challenges by Rollins, 
Tampa and Jacksonville, the 
Knights bid strongly for first, 
finishing only six seconds 
behind the more experienced 
FIT crew. 
Learn how to 
take better care 
of your heart, 
call Red Cross. 
Page 35 
All of the UCF boats, which 
have bee:n steadily -improving 
during practice, showed good 
form under pressure. 
e As expected, the men's "A" 
four, ·consisting of oarsmen 
hardened by competition this 
year in Atlanta and Boston, 
The women's "A" eight 
edged out Florida Institute of 
Technology in an exciting see 
saw battle for third place 
behind Jacksonville and 
Rollins. Moments later, the 
women's "B" eight served 
notice that the party was over 
to perennial dominant FIT, 
trouncing them for a fust 
place finish. Rich Stocking 
finished second over a tough 
Rollins ·opponent in the men's 
single. The men's "B" four, 
showing excellent technique 
that belied their limited ex-
perience, closed to within 
eight seconds of a strong 
Tampa crew for a close se-
cond. Plagued by equipment 
malfunction, the women's 
"B" four struggled home to a 
With the last of the fall 
regattas over, the crew now 
will concentrate on refur-
bishing shell~. finishing the 
boathouse and getting in 
physical condition in prepara-
tio~ for January's resumption 
of practice. 
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. ran away from Rollins and 
Tampa to win that competi-
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